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ABSTRACT

Electronic wordofmouth communication (eWOM) plays a decisive role on influencing

potential consumer attitude and behavior toward a product/service. Cyberspace provides the

platform for consumers issuing and acquiring information about products/services evaluations

and consumption experiences. To date, many online communities focus on discussing

consumption of products/services. Consumers can interact with other participants through

these communities. Since consumers frequently assess online information based on their

relationship with communities rather than with individuals, online communities themselves

function as referents for evaluating information quality. However, no empirical study has

examined whether the relationship quality perceived by members toward their virtual

communities (sense of virtual community, SOVC) moderates the effect of eWOM on product

judgment and consumption decisions. This study aims to examine whether sense of virtual

community moderate the perceived influence of online product evaluations on product

attitude and purchase intention. Two scenarios about positive eWOM and negative eWOM

for a fictitious game product were respectively manipulated, and online and written

questionnaires were used to collect sample. The valid sample sizes were 417 for positive



eWOM scenario and 433 for negative eWOM scenario. To examine the moderating effect of

two constructs in structural equation model (SEM), the Interactive structural equation model,

(ISEM) of Ping (1996) was adopted to test research hypotheses. The analytical results

indicate: (1) Perceived influence of eWOM (PIEW) positively and negatively affects

consumer attitude toward a product (ATT) in the positive and negative eWOM scenario. (2)

SOVC positively influences ATT in both scenarios. (3) ATT positively influences purchase

intention (PINT) in both scenarios. (4) SOVC reinforced the influences of PIEW on ATT in

both scenarios. (5) ATT mediates the direct effects of PIEW and SOVC, and the interactive

effect between PIEW and SOVC on PINT. Concluding to this study, marketers should

consider the social and culture role and power of virtual communities when implementing

WOM strategy online. Several theoretical and managerial implications as wel research

limitation and future suggestions are also discussed.

Key Words: Electronic word ofmouth(eWOM);Sense of virtual community (SOVC);

Online game community;Interactivestructuralequation model
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Character 1 Introduction

CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION

The Internet has expanded the scope of human interactions into the online area. Many

activities engaged in real world (e.g., communication and trade) can be performed in the

cyberspace. People are not only limited to converse, interact, and transact with other people

live nearby. Through accessing the Internet world, people can find partners that have

common interests or goals, associated with them, exchange information and emotion, and

gradually, form virtual communities in the online world. According to report of Computer

Industry Almanac (Jan. 4 2006), the worldwide Internet users have exceeded one billion in

2005, and expected to reach two billion in 2011. People spend considerable time

participating in the activities of virtual communities, complying with their norms, and then

obtaining a sense of belonging. People thus establish a sense of virtual community, i.e., a

psychological perception regarding the relationship between community member and the

online community (Blanchard & Markus, 2004).1

Numerous virtual communities have developed around marketing interests or

consumption

(Kozinets, 1999). Kozinets (1999) advocated carefully investigating virtual consumption

communities as a potential avenue for implementing marketing efforts and business strategies,

1

evolvement and health of a community and realize what element will be used to constitute a physical

community. Blanchard and Markus (2004) further extended the concept of SOC into virtual communities,

(1986) sense of community index. Several new items are generated to consider the unique components of

sense of community in virtual communities.
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because information (e.g., product comments, criticisms, or user experiences) published via

these online communities is closely related to product and service success. However, more

researches still need to be conducted to understand virtual communities of consumption.

Specifically, whether information received from a virtual community that people perceived

higher sense of community has more influences on consumption decisions.

Internet plays a more influential role in disseminating word of mouth whatever positive

or negative messages. Since information on online communities, called electronic word of

mouth (eWOM), is easily accessible via the Internet, consumers frequently seek relevant

product information on these virtual consumption communities rather than from

inexperienced family members or friends. Because eWOMs frequently originate from

market mavens or experienced users, they areconsideredtrustworthy(Gelb&Johnson,1995;

Murray,1991;Richins,1983),andstronglyinfluenceattitudeformationandpurchase

decisions(Bansal&Voyer,2000;Brown,Broderick,&Lee,2007).

Prior studies indicated that source credibility, similarity, and tie strength between seeker

andsourcecruciallyinfluenceinformationpersuasiveness(Bansal&Voyer,2000;Gilly,

Graham, Wolfinbarger, & Yale, 1998). However, existing theories regarding word of mouth

(WOM) may not properly explain the influence of eWOM on product evaluation owing to the

anonymity and volatility of online identity. People in online communities interact with a

website as a whole rather than based on individuals (Brown et al., 2007). Thus, the social

relationships and interactions among members of an online group are closely related to the

influence of eWOM on consumer decisions. Clarifying the influence of the social power of

online communities on the effects of eWOM thus is critical for understanding eWOM.
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According to the accessibilitydiagnosticitymodel(Feldman& Lynch,1988;Herr,

Kards, & Kim, 1991), when consumers perceive their interactions with online communities as

highquality, they consider information from those online communities to be more useful

diagnostically than that derived from other online communities they perceive as lowquality.

However, no empirical study has examined whether the sense of virtual community moderates

the effect of eWOM on product judgment and consumption decisions. This study examines

the interaction between consumer feelings regarding online communities and the perceived

influence of received information on product judgment (attitude) and choice (purchase

intention).

As described in Chapter 2, this study first discussed relevant literature and developed

several research hypotheses, and then presented methodology of this study in Chapter 3. The

testing results regarding research hypotheses were shown in Chapter 4, and then theoretical

and managerial implication as well as limitation and suggestions for future research were

discussed in the final chapter.
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CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Community Psychology

2.1.1 Definition of Community

The definition and development of communities are one of critical issues from the

perspectives of sociology, anthropology, psychology, and sociological psychology (Gusfield,

1975;Hillery,1955;Jones,1997;McMillan&Chavis,1986). Traditionally, a community

usually represents a sociological group of individuals in a physical place that share common

intent, belief, resources, preferences, need, risk, and others with each other. The individuals

in a community mutually interact, influence, and shape identity and group cohesion to

participate community activities. The typical exemplification of the physical communities

are neighborhood, family, and even clubs or collections with common of interest and goals.

The definition of community varied with academic scholars, Hillery (1955) had

reviewed 94 different definitions from academic researches, and found that three common

elements for defining a community: (1) A community forms in a geographic boundary, (2)

social interaction exists among people, and (3) common ties and interests share with each

other. Stacey (1974) identified three major elements in defining community from

sociological study: territory, social system, and sense of belonging. The territory is meant as

a boundary within a community. Based on above, the notion of physical place is the focus

of community studies that sociologists have adopted.

2.1.2 Sense of Community

In past community studies, psychological sense of community (SOC) is an integral and

overarching psychological concept to conceptualize the spirit and meaning of community.
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Psychological sense of community were first introduced by Sarason (1974), and she believed

similarity with others, an acknowledged interdependence with others, a willingness to

maintain this interdependence by giving to or doing for others what one expects from them,

.

Subsequent McMillan and Chavis (1986) reviewed several related researches about

senseofcommunity(Doolittle&MacDonald,1978;Glynn,1981;Riger&Lavrakas,1981;

Riger,LeBailly,&Gordon,1981;Ahlbrant&Cunningham,1979;Bachrach&Zautra,1985)

and developed the original theory regarding psychological sense of community, which has

broadly adopted and discussed by subsequent researches in both placedbased communities

(Chipuer&Pretty,1999;Hill,1996;Hughey,Speer,&Peterson,1999;Long&Perlins,2003;

Obst, Smith, & Zinkiewicz,2002;Obst&White,2004;Perkins, Florin, Rich, Wandersman,

and Chavis, 1990)andcommunitiesofinterest(Burroughs&Eby,1998;McMillan,1996;

Obst,Zinkiewicz,&Smith,2002a,2002b;Obst&White,2004). McMillan and Chavis

ense of community is a feeling that members have of belonging, a

. As aforementioned

definition, the proposed conceptual framework of SOC has four major elements: (1)

membership, (2) influence, (3) integration and fulfillment (reinforcement) of needs, and (4)

shared emotional connection.

Membership, the first element of the sense of virtual community, is feelings of

belonging to collective, and identifying and being identified in that community. McMillan

and Chavis (1986) recognized five interrelated attributes related to membership: (1)

boundaries, (2) emotional safety, (3) a sense of belonging and identification, (4) personal
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investment, and (5) a common symbol system. Boundaries refer to an intangible and

tangible space to distinguish people who are and who are not part of a group. People use

boundaries to preserve personal space through common symbol system such as language,

dress, or ritual, and to develop intimacy and feeling of emotional safety with others.

Emotional safety is analogous to the concept of security, which is a sense that people are

willing to disclose true feelings. Sense of belonging and identification concerns with the

faith and anticipation that one pertains to the group and the degree that one is accepted by the

group and devote him/her to the group. The implication of personal investment resembles to

cognitive dissonance theory (McMillan and Chavis, 1986). With time investment on

participating in a group, meaningful membership will be perceived. Finally, the last attribute

of developing sense of membership is common symbol system. It is considered as a

significant root in sustaining and molding group boundaries.

Influence, a sense of mattering, is a bidirectional concept. It is the feelings that

members influence what the group becomes and how members are moderated and motivated

intangibly by the community. According to its notion, the first force is that a group endows

its members with rights or powers to control over the group. This force pulls members

joining the group. The second force implies that group would hold influence power (e.g.,

group cohesions and norms) over its members. These two forces will occur simultaneously

and interdependently. In addition, McMillan and Chavis (1986) further pointed out the force

and unite, and hence, group norms will be constructed.

The third element of the sense of virtual community is integration and fulfillment of

needs (i.e., reinforcement of needs), which is a feeling of the extent that members meet their

needs from what they are rewarded since participating in a group. Motivation for seeking
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properly satisfied in a group. Such rewards contain the status of being a member, the

accomplishment of group as well as the perceived competence of others members. Although

it is impossible to identify all the reinforcements (rewards), community can arrange and

prioritize which need will be provided and first fulfilled through the directed force of shared

values. .

The last element of the sense of community is shared emotional connection. It is the

feelings of having similar beliefs, history, or experience that members in that group are

willing to devote themselves to building sympathetically intimate relationships. Shared

emotional connection serves as an affective ingredient concerning sense of community.

Based on a shared history that community members can identify with, the community will

provide members a location to contact with others, conduct qualified interactions, share

critical events, and settle the problematic events. The more emotional involvement invests

in a community, the more sense of honor (less humiliation) is perceived from that community,

and members will thus be conscious of stronger sense of community. In some degree, the

spiritual bond which is experienced among members also plays as a kind of spiritual symbol

to promote the sense of community.

In addition to define the elements of the sense of community, McMillan and Chavis

(1986) also discussed how attributes for each element interact mutually and how each element

interrelates to incubate the sense of community. According to their perspectives, sense of

community is not a static psychological situation, and its development will evolve and decay

with time elapsed. Figure 21 showed the dynamics occurs within the elements. Five

attributes of membership interact and enhanced with a circular model. For influence, more

openness to influence for a member will lead to more power to influence the community, vice
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versa. Also, the community power to influence members (norms) is determined by members

needs for validation and community need for conformity. With respect to reinforcement, if a

community is conducive to reinforce of members needs easily, members will develop the

sense of community toward that community. Finally, two formulas explained the dynamics

within shared emotional connection. First, the level of shared emotional connection bases

on contact frequency and interaction quality. Second, the level of highquality interaction is

conditioned with the level of event closeness, the valence of shared events, and the glory to a

community.

Further, McMillan (1996) expanded and renamed the definition of four elements for the

sense of community: Spirit, Trust, Trade, and Art. First, membership is relabeled as spirit.

The major task of a community is to make members feel emotionally

through boundaries, which is a statement of personal own experience, and build the sense of

belonging. Paying member dues serves as personal investment (cognitive dissonance) which

provides people sense of entitlement to become a member. Second, the development of trust

is a significant component for creating sense of influence. With the evolvement of norms

order, authority based on principle, and justice for allocating power, people in community can

build trustiness through exchanges of power. Third, the achievement of integrating and

fulfilling members needs relied on creating a useful and trustworthy economy of trade with a

driving force of similarity among members. A selfdisclosed and fair economy implied that

people intent to share similar values, and then process social exchanges with others who have

different resources to approve their own needs. Fourth, the new implication of shared

emotional connection is art. The essential of art is the member experience of contracting

with others.

will become a collective art. McMillan (1996) mentioned the four principles

reinforcing circle. Spirit stimulates trust,
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and then trust supports trade in a community. These three powers create a shared story that

is symbolized as art. Finally, art is valuable to maintain the spirit of belonging.

Figure 21 Elements and Dynamic Relationships of the Sense of Community

Source: Blanchard & Markus (2004, p. 68).

2.1.3 The Scale of Psychological Sense of Community

Since the concept of psychological sense of community proposed by Sarason (1974),

several studies on developing scale of sense of community had been conducted (Davidson &

Cotter,1986;Doolittle&MacDonald,1978;Glynn,1981;Chavis,Hogge,McMillan,&

Wandersman,1986;Riger&Lavrakas,1981;Rigeret al., 1981). Doolittle and MacDonald

(1978) implemented factor analysi

Boundaries

Emotional
Safety

Membership
Common Symbols

Sense of Belonging
and attachment

Personal Investment

Influence

Openness to influence Power to influence

Need for validation Need for conformity influence× =

Integration and Fulfillment of Needs

Shared Emotional Connection

The degree of fit between personenvironment facilitates the development of

Shared Emotional Connection Contact Highquality interaction= +

Highquality interaction = (Successful closure Ambiguity)

(Valence × Sharedness of events)
(Member honor Member humiliation)

×
+
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six factors related with community structure: (1) supportive climate, (2) family life cycle, (3)

safety, (4) information interaction, (5) neighborly interaction, and (6) localism. Riger and

Lavrakas (1981) recognized two distinct but correlated factors about attachment in

community with factor analysis: social bonding and physical rootedness. Their works

conceptualized the emotional feature included in the sense of community.

Glynn (1981), based on the study of Hillery (1995) study, identified 202 behaviors

related to sense of community and developed respectively 60 items to gauge real and ideal

psychological sense of community. In his work, these items were extracted into six

dimensions by factor analysis: (1) objective evaluation of community structure, (2)

supportive relationships in the community, (3) similarity and relationship patterns of

community residents, (4) individual involvement in the community, (5) qualify of

community environment, and (6) community security.

Chavis et al. (1986) empirically verified the theory of sense of community proposed by

McMillan and Chavis (1986), and developed 23 items of Sense of Community Index (SCI)

overall sense of community. With high degree of

consensus among judges, SCI explained for 96% of the variance of mean judges perception

to sense of community. However, only 27% of the variance of selfreported rating of sense

of community was predicted by SCI profile. Since original edition of SCI was limited to

openended items, Chavis and his colleagues correct these items into short edition of 12

True/Falseformat items. Each of four elements in the sense of community (membership,

influence, integration and fulfillment of needs, shared emotional connection) consisted of

three items with obverse and reverse questions (see Chipuer & Pretty, 1999, p. 646). This

short edition of SCI first published in the work of Perkins et al. (1990), however, it has not

been verified whether these items are valid to measure each element of sense of community in
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their study (only overall internal reliability coefficient was reported and alpha coefficient was

0.80).

Since SCI had been developed, it was adopted in different context. However, as the

arguments of Hill (1996), indicated that sense of community diversified dependent on

research settings. Chipuer and Pretty (1999) adopted 12 true/falseformat SCI to review the

factor structure and reliability of sense of community in the situations of neighborhood and

workplace for adults and adolescents, respectively. Their findings sustained the

fourelement model of McMillan and Chavis (1986) but the agreement of itemtofactor is not

obtained across different settings. They suggested that further research on modifying or

adding scale of SCI should follow theorydriven method. Long and Perkins (2003)

administrated a confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) to verify the established theoretical

constructs for the sense of community. They considered that confirmatory factor analysis

should be applied for confirming theoretical formulation of the sense of community instead of

exploratory factor analysis. In addition, since several studies had critiqued that sense of

community should be a onedimensional construct (Bruckner, 1988;Davidson&Cotter,

1986), the authors suggested that adopting the descriptive methods to certify the model

proposed by McMillan and Chavis (1986) model is useful to understand the gap between

theory and empirical work. As a result, threefactor brief SCI (social connections, mutual

concerns, and community values) are recommended with CFA technique.

Obst and White (2004) proceeded a CFA to examine the factor structure of SCI in three

distinct communities (i.e., neighborhood, student, and community of interest). Obst and

White (2004) advocated that SCI is a cogent scale of measuring psychological sense of

community under various contexts, and it is established and evolved based upon a

comprehensive and confirmed theory. Rather than forgoing the established theory, it is
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appropriate to modify SCI based on identical meanings proposed by McMillan and Chavis

(1986). Ten of twelve items reserved in the study of Obst and White (2004), and only four

items loaded on original factor. However, the fourdimensional structure remained

unchanged. Obst and White (2004) also suggested that further scale development should be

carried out to improve measurement of psychological sense of community.

With the controversies surrounding SCI, Peterson, Speer, and Hughey (2006) recently

pointed out a methodological explanation about the disputation of SCI. They found that

using negatively worded items in SCI have a restrained effect on internal consistent and

stability of factor structure for the sense of community, because it may increase the

complexity of scale and misdirect respondents to recognize another construct akin to central

construct. Therefore, Obst and White (2004) suggested adding positively worded items for

SCI grounded on accepted theoretical framework and avoiding using negatively worded items.

Recent studies indicated that measure on the sense of community should continually advance

as a more robust and generalized scale (Chavis & Pretty, 1999).

2.2 Virtual Community

2.2.1 Emergence of Virtual Communities

With the emergence and development of information technology, the public can easily

access to the Internet. People create a virtual identity to process social interaction with

othersinthecyberspace(Baym,1995;Rheingold,1993a,1993b;Rosie,2004)andforma

communitywithoutgeographicrequirements(Lee,Vogel,&Limayem,2003;Ridings,2006).

Early researches disputed that nonverbal social cues of human communication, such as verbal

nuances (e.g., gaze, tone, body language), physical context (e.g., meeting locations), and

observable information about social characteristics (e.g., age, gender, race), are hardly
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discovered under the media of computermediated communication (CMC). This

phenomenon may inhibit the transferring of real and explicit meanings and causes low quality

of communication that is opposite to facetofaceinteraction(Korenman&Wyatt,1996;

Mackinnon, 1995). However, through using parallel methods (e.g., netiquette and emoticon),

the distortion of meanings occurs in virtual communication can be compensated, and norms,

standards, and traditions to appropriately behave in virtual environment can also be built. In

this situation, a community can emerge and develop in a virtual environment with common

interests and goals instead of geographical boundaries.

Gusfield (1975) discerned two types of community, i.e., geographic community and

relational community. Geographic community is one kind of the communities that

associated with physical location such as neighborhood, town, and city. Relational

community is one kind of the communities that is formed with quality of human relationships

but not physical location, such as clubs, religious groups, or work groups, and it is usually

shaped based on common of interests, hobbies, or activities. Virtual communities are one

kind of communities that is usually established based on a common of interest without

regarding the necessity of physical association. Despite the lack of nonverbal cues, the

exchanges of social resources among individuals (e.g., emotional support, sense of belonging)

are obviously observed in online community (Brown et al., 2007) as well as occurred in

physical community. According to the definition of Gusfield (1975), virtual communities

were grouped into one sort of relational community.

Similar to the definition of community, the definition of virtual community remains

debatable and varied.

collections of common beliefs and practices that united people who were physical separated
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from the Net when enough people carry on those public discussions long enough, with

sufficient human feeling

mediated spaces where

there is a potential for an integration of content and communication with an emphasis on

membergener

some duration in an organized way over the Internet through a common location or

mechan

Lee et al. (2003) reviewed the definitions of virtual community proposed by past

researchers, and proposed a working definition that included four common elements for

building a virtual community: A cyberspace supported by computerbased information

technology, centered upon communication and interaction of participants to generate

member . Four identified

elements are (1) cyberspace, (2) computerbased information technologies, (3)

communication and interaction are the main focus and content of virtual community are

driven by the participants, and (4) relationship. Compared to the definition of Hillery (1955),

the placebased condition seems to not apply. However, Ridings et al. (2002) suggested that

.

The location is not physical but it is an important medium to bring longterm interaction

among participates who are geographically dispersed.

Ridings et al. (2002) identified four basic mechanisms for virtual community members

to interact in a mutual location. The four mechanisms included: (1) Listservs (like email

distribution lists), (2) bulletin boards or Usenet newsgroups, (3) chat room, conferencing

systems, or Internet relay chat (IRC), and (4) multiuser domains (MUDs). As Table 21
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showed, listservs and bulletin board belong to asynchronous communications, which

members read written messages and response in any time after reading. Chat rooms and

MUDs are synchronous communications, which messages receive and reply almost at the

same time like a facetoface conversation. Besides, the communications of listservs and

bulletin board are passive since members do not necessary to stay in the community when

interacting with others. However, chat rooms and MUDs are active communication models,

which members need to log in a community to when interacting with others. Finally,

listservs, chat rooms, and MUDs need to register the community as members, however,

bulletin board (Usenet) are readable publicly without registration.

as virtual communities.

Jones (1997) cautioned that virtual settlements are ubiquitous as long as computermediated

interactions surpass the threshold level of some kind of measures (e.g., website flow).

However, when sentimental or emotional bonds that members share in virtual settlements do

not exist, a virtual community would not be formed. Also, several researchers questioned

whether or not virtual communities are pseudocommunities as Beniger (1987) described, a

community where impersonal associations constitute artificial personalized communication

contrary to genuine, facetoface communication (Jones,1995;Rheingold,1993a).

Although such cautions were advised, computermediated communications indeed provide

people a efficiently perform social contacts and further build

social relationship as does in a community (Harasim,1993;Jones, 1995). Similar to the

contentions of Jones (1997) and sociological psychologists in the community studies

(Cameron,2004;Kasarda& Janowitz,1974;Riger& Lavrakas,1981;Fried,1982),

attachment is the imperative constituent for forming a healthy community.
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Table 21 Four Basic Interactive Mechanisms between Virtual Communities

Mechanisms
Asynchronous/

Synchronous
Passive/Active

Need/not need to

register as members

Listservs Asynchronous Passive Yes

Bulletin board (Usenet) Asynchronous Passive No

Chat rooms Synchronous Active Yes

Multiuser domains (MUDs) Synchronous Active Yes

Source: Modified from Ridings (2006, p. 117)

Based on relevant literatures, several distinct characteristics are discovered between

virtual community and offline community. First, besides placebased community (e.g.,

neighborhood), communities also included those have similar interests or goals (e.g., golf club

andworkgroup)(Burroughs&Eby,1998;Hugheyet al.,1999;McMillan&Chavis,1986).

Virtual communities resemble to the latter, however, there is no definite goals and

organizational structure in the virtual communities. Compared to offline communities, the

components of virtual community members are usually mixed in demographic variables (such

as age, gender, and social status) but harmonized in interests, activities, and attitudes (Ridings,

2006;Roberts,Smith,&Pollock,2002). Second, some nonverbal social cues (e.g., tone,

posture, and dress) are inhibited because the communications in virtual communities are

written. Members read the messages in bulletin board may produce numerous meanings

(Chidambaram&Jones,1993;Mackinnon, 1995). Third, since it is not necessary for people

meeting in face when they communicate with another, virtual community members are able to

be anonymous. Based on this trait, people have larger freedom and smaller obstruction to
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join into or leave from a virtual community (Roberts et al.,2002;Wellman&Gulia,1999).

Moreover, anonymity helps members feel emotional safety and easy to pour themselves to

others (Baym, 1995). However, anonymity may cause several problems. For example,

abuse of trust and deceiving behavior easily appeared in a virtual setting. Even though some

potential problems exist, however, the rapid growth of online community is still apparently

observed nowadays.

2.2.2 Sense of Virtual Community

With the emergence of Internet and the popularity of virtual community, people spent

more and more time on contacting with online groups. Since sense of community is

extensively discussed in the physical surroundings, it is interested that whether analogous

psychological perception (i.e., sense of virtual community) also exists in a virtual

circumstance. Although few researches focused on exploring sense of virtual community,

the four elements of McMillan and Chavis (1986) model (membership, influence, integration

of needs, and shared emotional connection) also identified from many empirical studies

(Baym,1997;McLaughin,Osborne,&Smith,1995;Kollock,&Smith,1994;Phillips,1996;

Pliskin&Romm,1997;Preece,1999;Rheingold,1993b). Furthermore, several researches

uncovered that some degree of sense of community indeed exist in a virtual environment

(Blanchard & Markus,2004;Koh&Kim,2004;Robertset al., 2002, Roberts, Smith, &

Pollock, 2006).

Roberts et al. (2002) recognized and examined the elements of the sense of community

under MOO settings against McMillan and Chavis (1986) model. Blanchard and Markus

(2004) recommended the SOC model of McMillan and Chavis (1986) is one of important

theoretic basis to develop the origins of sense of virtual community. In their study, six

dimensions about sense of virtual community, included (1) recognition of members, (2)
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support exchange, (3) emotional attachment, (4) sense of obligation, (5) personal relationships

with members, and (6) identification of self and others, were explored from multiple sports

newsgroups (MSN). Most dimensions in MSN were analogous to the dimensions of sense

of community proposed by McMillan and Chavis (1986). Specifically, member recognition

associatedtomembership;supportexchangerelatedtointegrationofneeds,andemotional

attachment and sense of obligation equated to the concept of shared emotional connection.

According to their observations of Blanchard and Markus (2004), influence was not

experienced in MSN. Besides, the generation of self identity and identification of other

members, and personal relationships with other members were two new features contrast to

McMillan and Chavis (1986) model. However, Roberts et al. (2006) supposed identity

creating and identification may place within membership, and relationship with members may

put into shared emotional connection. In addition, Blanchard and Markus (2004) also

proposed the processing framework to explain how sense of virtual community was

developed. Three processes (exchanging support, creating and making identification, and

producing trust) will work together to establish sense of virtual community, and each one is

influenced by another process. As Figure 22 showed, frequent exchange of support among

members will encourage participant to create self identify in distinguishing themselves and

identify other identifies, and then common faith resulted from sense of being identified and

identification will support individual produce trust toward virtual communities.

Figure 22. The Processing Framework of SOVC

Source: Modified from Blanchard and Markus (2004, p. 76).

Exchanging
Support

Creating and
Making
Identification

Trust Sense of Virtual
Community
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Reviewing past studies, the theory and model of McMillan and Chavis (1986) was

acceptably adopted into exploring sense of virtual community. Blanchard and Markus (2004)

defined sense of virtual communities as a feeling of belonging and attachment toward a

virtual community but it is not always happened in all virtual social groups. It directs

(e.g., as exchanging support, creating norms, sustaining

boundaries, and producing trust). While Blanchard and Markus (2004) and other researchers

provided explicitly and extensively discussions about sense of virtual community, developing

the measure of the sense of virtual community became an important research issue in

understanding the evolution and influence of virtual community with members.

However, few studies have emphasized on developing the measure of sense of virtual

community(Blanchard,2007;Koh& Kim,2004). Koh and Kim (2004) proposed a

conceptual model of the sense of virtual communities, and empirically validated several

antecedents that influenced sense of virtual community. Membership and

influence, which were adopted from the theoretical model of McMillan and Chavis (1986),

were introduced in their dimensions of the sense of virtual community. They also

distinguished the concept of actual fulfillment of needs in their model from expected

fulfillment of needs in McMillan and Chavis (1986) of the sense of community model, and

considered it as one of antecedents of SOVC (e.g., enjoyability or usefulness). Furthermore,

they regarded that shared emotional connection highly correlated with the concept of

membership, and thus combined it with membership. In addition, one new construct,

immersion, which wa community

. In a sample of

available offline activities, and enjoyability, had significantly effects on sense of virtual

community.
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Obst et al. (2002a, 2002b) reviewed the contemporary researches in the aspects of

human ecology, sociology, and community psychology. They adopted the multidisciplinary

scales to realize sense of community in an international community of common interest. In

addition to the four elements of sense of community in McMillan and Chavis (1986) model,

they also recognized the role of social identification theory on psychological sense of

community. They also suggested it is necessary to thoroughly research virtually

cybercommunities of similar interest. However, most SOC studies in virtual community to

date still used the debatable SCI presented by Perkins et al. (1990)(Chipuer&Pretty,1999;

Obst & White, 2004). Therefore, Blanchard (2007) further devised the scale for sense of

virtual community based on the work of McMillan and Chavis (1986) and their observations

for online multiple sports newsgroups.

2.2.3 Virtual Communities of Consumption

Virtual communities are new arena for businesses to implement effective marketing

communications(Hagel&Armstrong,1997;Kozinets,1999). Hagel and Armstrong (1997)

regarded that people participated and interacted in a virtual community based on meeting their

basic needs such as sharing common interest, forming intimate interpersonal relationships, or

trading the information. Among different sorts of virtual communities, of interested is

virtual communities of consumption where provides transaction of information. Kozinets

(1999) mentioned etribes/virtual communities are substantial important to marketing and

business strategies because many affiliations based upon consumption activities.

Information and interactions generated from virtual communities will play an assistant role

for social and consumption behavior. Walther (1992, 1995) and Kozinets (1999) thought

that the learning of consumption knowledge is relevant to social relations with virtual

communities of consumption. Continuously identifying as members in a virtual community
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relies on the relationships with consumption activities and the social relationships with other

members (Kozinets, 1999). Thus, in order to effectively communicate with online

participants, companies must consider the cultural or social influence of virtual communities.

Kozinets (1999) further indicated three discrepancies between virtual communities

marketing and traditional marketing in aspect of relationship marketing. First, online

consumers may actively create consumption information rather than passively receive

information and deeply involved in articulating their consumption experiences. Second, the

marketerderived information or word of mouth in online community has a significant

influence on consumption activities. Virtual communities provide manytoone or

manytomany communicative channel, and thus the influence of information will explosively

and extensively increase. Third, the marketing information derived from online consumers

does not merely constraint on benefiting product sales. It is potential to affect in

multidimensional factor, such as loyalty and retention.

In summary, virtual communities of consumption provides an opportunity to conduct

efficient and widespread marketing communications. It is helpful to perform marketing

communications through realizing the social relationship of online participants.
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2.3 Wordofmouth Communication

2.3.1 Word of Mouth

Wordofmouth communication (hereafter WOM) in marketing and consumer behavior

has multifaceted influences ondiffusionoftechnologicalinnovation(Czepiel,1974;Engel,

Kegerreis,&Blackwell,1969),developmentofnewproduct(Arndt,1967;Brooks,1957;

Dodson & Muller, 1978), formation of consumer attitudes and behaviors (Brown & Reingen,

1987), and choices and judgments of products (Herr et al., 1991). WOM is broadly

recognized as an important source of information on which consumers rely (Gilly et al., 1998),

and has more effective in persuading than mass media has (e.g., advertising) (Gelb & Johnson,

1995) because consumers believe WOM will be more trustworthy (Murray, 1991).

Several factors explained how WOM works differently. Brown and Reingen (1987)

categorized the source of WOM recommendation based upon tie strength, which is the

closeness of the relationship between decision maker and recommendation source. They

concluded weak tie functions as bridging two or more strong tie groups, and hence, is more

facilitate to the flow of information. Strong tie, however, is important to the flow of

information because of source credibility. Furthermore, prior knowledge level, perceived

decision task difficulty level, and types of evaluative cues, will influence the choice of

recommendation sources, that is, weak tie or strong tie (Duhan, Johnson, Wilcox, & Harrell,

1997). Money, Gilly, and Graham (1998) considered the culture factors in examining how

different cultures influence the WOM referral behavior. HarrisonWalker (2001) discovered

affective commitment positively related to WOM activity and praise, whereas high sacrifice

commitment do not related to WOM communication. In addition, they concluded the impact

of service quality on WOM communication depended on industry categories. Different

customer groups also had different WOM behavior (Wangenheim & Bayon, 2004a).
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To explore the influence of WOM on decision making, several researches employed the

conceptofperceivedinfluencefromareferralondecision(Wangenheim&Bayon,2004a;

Bansal&Voyer,2000;Gillyet al., 1998). From the perspective of information search, Gilly

et al. (1998) developed a scale to measure perceived influence of sources on information

seekers. Bansal and Voyer (2000) examined the relationships among noninterpersonal

forces (e.g., receivers expertise, receivers perceived risk, senders expertise), interpersonal

forces (e.g., ties strength, how actively WOM is sought), and perceived influence of WOM

within a case of service purchase decision. Wangenheim and Bayon (2004b) suggested that

perceived influence of WOM is a valid proxy variable of the true effect of a WOM referral.

They concluded perceived similarity and expertise of a communicator had positive effects on

perceived influence of WOM on decision of services switching, and the relationships were

moderated by types of perceived risk.

In addition to positive WOM, some studies focused on researching negative WOM

(Davidow,2003;Halstead,2002;Lau&Ng,2001;Richins,1983;Nyer&Gopinath,2005;

Wangenheim & Bayon, 2004a). Contrasted to positive WOM, negative WOM were

recognized having larger impact on making evaluation (Lutz, 1975). Based on noticeable

influence of negative WOM, Richins (1983) conducted a pilot study to explore the nature of

negative WOM and identified several important variables to differentiate complaining

behavior WOM, including the severity of dissatisfaction, the perceptions of blame for

dissatisfaction, and the perceptions of retailer responsiveness. His study provided the

fundamental framework on researching negative WOM. Halstead (2002) also discussed the

role of negative WOM with customer complaints, and concluded negative WOM is a

supplementary to complain behavior rather than a substitution of complaining. Lau and Ng

(2001) examined the influence of individual factors included personality, attitudinal and

involvement, and situational factor on negative WOM behavior.
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2.3.2 Electronic Word of Mouth

Explosive development in information technology, the advent of Internet provides the

opportunity for consumers to gather unbiased product from opinions of other consumers, and

meanwhile, offers their own consumptionrelated advices by engaging in electronic

wordofmouth (HennigThurau & Walsh, 2003). One of the most important capabilities for

Internet opposite to traditional mass communication technologies is its bidirectionality.

Through the characteristic of bidirectionality, online feedback mechanisms (e.g., electronic

markets) can build extensive WOM networks (Dellarocas, 2003). This trait creates an

abundant potential profit for marketing product in online environment.

Traditionally, WOM were

consumers about the ownership, usage, or characteristics of particular goods and services or

ing the definition to online context, eWOM

we

customers about a product or company, which is made available to a multitude of people and

institutions via the Internet (Hennig

Dellarocas (2003) identified three differences to distinguish online feedback mechanisms

from traditional WOM networks in realistic society. First, Internet brings an unparalleled

scale to enlarge the effectiveness of WOM networks on influencing future profit. Second,

the introduction of information technology allows website designer precisely measuring and

controlling the powerful social force of WOM, but it is difficult to do in traditional WOM.

Third, because of the volatile and anonymous nature of online identities, almost all contextual

cues that facilitate to interpret the subjective information of communication are complete

absent in online interaction.
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Since WOM communication are believed to relate with the success of product,

understanding the nature and impacts of electronic wordofmouth (hereafter eWOM) is

critical to marketing research. Godes and Mayzlin (2004) recommended using online

conversations to research eWOM communication. However, they identified three significant

challenges in measuring eWOM. First, it is difficult to directly observe the information that

exchanged in private conversations. Second, because abundant conversations are presented

in online environment, what aspect of these conversations should be measured is not clear.

Finally, not only WOM is a driver of affecting future behavior, but also itself is an outcome of

past behavior.

Although WOM plays an important role in determining market success and customer

behavior, to date, only few researches centered on studying consumers eWOM

communication (HennigThurau et al., 2004; HennigThurau, & Walsh, 2003).

HennigThurau and Walsh (2003) focused on consumer opinion platforms and explored the

motives why customers want to read online articulations (i.e., evaluations or descriptions

about products/services and consumption experiences). In addition, these motives were

further empirically verified having noticeable influences on buying and communication

behavior. Furthermore, HennigThurau et al. (2004) reviewed the studies about the motives

for tradition WOM communication and recognized the motive for consumers posting their

own evaluations on the Internet.

Brown et al. (2007) reviewed relevant studies about WOM and argued that existing

theory may be unsuitable in explaining online WOM (i.e., eWOM) and its influence on

evaluation and purchase. Three significant conceptual variables (tie strength, homophily,

and source credibility), which are extensively discussed in offline WOM, are reinterpreted.

For offline WOM, tie strength were defined as the degree of closeness within a social
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relationship. In online environment, however, tie strength we

an interactive and personalized relationship between individual and a web site (Brown et al.,

. Brown et al. (2007) suggested that website functioned as proxies of

individuals. People in online communities interacted with the humanized website rather

than with individuals, and they considered information source comes from website but not

from an individual. Thus, the dimensions about online WOM should be different to those of

offline WOM. The mutuality and perceived closeness with online website is more

meaningful than with individual. In this study, the concept regarding sense of virtual

community was applied to measure the interactive quality between online members and

online communities, and to verify the advocacy proposed by Brown et al. (2007).

2.4 Hypotheses Development

This study examined the effects of eWOM on attitude and purchase intention in the

situation of initial purchase when one lacks relevant product information and product use

experience. The study also examined whether the centripetal degree toward the online

community where people acquire relevant product information will moderate the relationships

of eWOM on product evaluation. In order to conscientiously verify the hypotheses, positive

eWOM and negative eWOM were both considered. The development of hypotheses are

discussed as below.

2.4.1 The Effect of Perceived Influence of eWOM on Attitude

The Internet enables consumers to gather unbiased product information from other

consumers while also offering their own consumptionrelated advice via eWOM

(HennigThurau & Wals, 2003). Product comments and user experiences are easily

communicated electronically by online community members. These messages are retained
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and classified in bulletin boards or discussion forums according to common interests or

activities, such that online community members can obtain product information to assist them

in decisionmaking while simultaneously establishing relationships with other likeminded

members to share own experiences.

Consumers recognize WOM as a key source of information (Gilly et al., 1998), and

moreover consider it more persuasive than mass media (e.g., advertising) because they see it

asmoretrustworthythanotherinformationtypes(Gelb&Johnson,1995;Murray,1991;

Richins, 1983). To examine the influence of WOM on decisionmaking, several studies

forthetrueeffectofspecificWOM referrals(Bansal&Voyer,2000;Gillyet al.,1998;

Wangenheim & Bayon, 2004b). From the perspective of information searching, information

value is assessed after informationseekers conduct a series of information exchanges, and

perceived influence of WOM is considered a valid proxy variable for the true effect of a

WOM referral (Wangenheim & Bayon, 2004b

information and product attitude.

WOM communications are important in attitude formation and transformation (Brown

&Reingen,1987;Moneyet al., 1998). Attribution theory holds that source credibility

determines message persuasiveness (Buda,2003;Kelley,1967). Since WOM

communications are more reliable and trustworthy than information from formal marketing

channels(Gelb& Johnson,1995;Richins,1983),WOM stronglyinfluences,andeven

convertsattitude,particularlyinthecaseofnegativeWOM(Halstead,2002;Herret al.,1991;

Mizerski,1982;Richins,1983).Productcommentsexchangedinonlinecommunities are
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represent evaluations of consumption experiences, and are assigned greater credibility than

the monotone and biased reviews of market experts or marketers with little or limited

experienceofusingtheproduct(Huang&Chen,2006;Bickart&Schindler,2001).Thus,

WOM communications,whetherverbal(Bansal&Voyer,2000;Wangenheim&Bayon,

2004b) or electronic (HennigThurau&Walsh,2003;HennigThurau, et al., 2004), critically

influence adoption and purchase decisions (Richins, 1983).

In side of verbally WOM diffusion, Bansal and Voyer (2000) researched the processes

of word of mouth within a services purchase decision context. They explored the

antecedents of the influence of word of mouth that information receiver perceived and implied

.

Davidow (2003) examined the mediated role of word of mouth in complaint handling

processes. Positive relationship was discovered between perceived fairness and purchase

intention. Wangenheim and Bayon (2004b) demonstrated that perceived influence of a

referral have positive relationship with services switching behavior.

In respect of electronically wordofmouth dissemination, HennigThurau and Walsh

(2003) put the focus on consumer comments toward products/services in customer opinion

platforms and detected motives and sequent behaviors for reading customer online

articulations. Like verbal word of mouth, several motives for reading online comments have

positive effects on changing buying behavior. However, not all of evaluations are admirable.

A large part of evaluations are critical and arguable, that is, negative word of mouth. Many

scholars supported negative word of mouth have more influence than does positive word of

mouth(Halstead,2002;Lutz,1975;Richins,1983).

Frequently, consumers may lack sufficient product information even after consulting

with offline friends. They may access online communities to search for relevant information
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to reduce uncertainty and avoid incongruities between expected and actual product

performance (Bone, 1995). Thus, eWOM communications are expected to strongly

influence attitude and purchase intention when consumers confront unfamiliar products

(Solomon, 2004). Based on the literature, this study hypothesizes the following:

H1a: In a positive eWOM scenario, perceived influence of eWOM positively influences

online member attitude towards a reviewed product.

H1b: In a negative eWOM scenario, perceived influence of eWOM negatively

influences online member attitude towards a reviewed product.

2.4.2 The Effect of Sense of Virtual Community on Attitude

Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA), Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB), and the model

of goal directed behavior (MGB) all consider subjective norms as antecedent why and how

people behavior (Ajzen,1991;Perugini&Bagozzi,2001). Subjective norms implies the

perceived social pressure for people to behave or not to behave. The concept of subjective

norms is analogous to the sense of influence presented by McMillan and Chavis (1986).

They suggested that members of a community feel the pressure for conformity to direct their

behavior. However, some authors questioned whether subjective norms fully capture group

effects of communities (Bagozzi & Dholakia, 2002).

Bagozzi and Dholakia (2002) discussed the model of compliance, internalization, and

identification in the aspect of virtual community and proposed a modified MGB introducing

three kinds of social variables (i.e., subjective norms, group norms, and social identity) to

explain  virtual community members. These social variables are also

similar to the four elements of SOC model, that is, the major constructs which SOVC factor

model. Specifically, the role of group norms is similar to reinforcement of needs that relied
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on shared values or goals perceived by members. In addition, selfcategorization and

affective commitment in social identity theory are analogous to the concept of membership

and shared emotional connection in SOC model.

In the situation of initial purchase, people may search relevant product/service

information in their online community when they cannot obtain the critical information from

their family or friends in real life. In this case, this online community may play a important

role on influencing purchase behavior of members. Based on above, it is expected that sense

of virtual community implies the complete social function of a virtual community than does

subjective norms, and thus, replace subjective norms into sense of virtual community. This

study hypothesizes the following:

H2a: In a positive eWOM scenario, sense of virtual community positively influences

online member attitude towards a reviewed product.

H2b: In a negative eWOM scenario, sense of virtual community positively influences

online member attitude towards a reviewed product.

2.4.3 The Effect of Attitude on Purchase Intention

Attitude is strongly and positively related to purchase intention (Kim & Hunter, 1993).

Kim and Hunter (1993) conducted metaanalysis to confirm the linkage of

attitudeintentionbehavior. According to TRA (Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975), and its revision,

TPB (Ajzen, 1991), Attitude significantly influences behavioral intention, and intention

mediates the relationship between attitude and actual behavior. Since this study investigated

an artificial scenario and product, it could not observe actual purchase behavior. It used

purchase intention as a proxy of actual purchase. Based on previous studies, this study

hypothesizes the following:
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H3a: In a positive eWOM scenario, online member attitude towards a reviewed

product positively affects purchase intention.

H3b: In a negative eWOM scenario, online member attitude towards a reviewed

product positively affects purchase intention.

2.4.4 The Moderating Effect of Sense of Virtual Community

Sourceattractiveness model (Kelman, 1961), theory of social comparison (Festinger,

1954), and Matchup hypothesis (Kamins, 1990) are related to explain why perceived

similarity of information sender increase the influence of the transmitted information.

Several researchers confirmed that the influence of WOM on the receiver is strengthened

whensimilarinformantsproviderelevantinformation(Brown&Reingen,1987;Price,Feick,

&Higie,1989;Gillyet al., 1998). Brown and Reingen (1987), and Bansal and Voyer (2000)

believed that the greater tie strength between sender and receiver, the greater the influence of

WOM on the receivers purchase decision. Specifically, source similarity (Wangenheim &

Bayon,2004b)andexpertise(Bansal& Voyer,2000;Wangenheim & Bayon,2004b)

positively affected the influence of a WOM switching referral. In the studies of community,

McMillan and Chavis (1986) advocated that the more similar the members in a community

implied the higher sense of community will be perceived. Moreover, higher competence in

functioning within the community or group means higher credibility for members assessing

the information value comes from their subordinate community, and thus, higher sense of

community will be resulted.

Information from online communities is generally considered as weaktie strength

referral (i.e., the informants and receivers are dissimilar and unfamiliar) but it exerts a

powerful influence because such online referrals can be rapidly and extensively
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communicated(Brown&Reingen,1987;Granovetter,1973).Virtualcommunitiesoffer

enormous potential for business to implement effective marketing communications (Hagel &

Armstrong,1997;Kozinets,1999). Kozinets(1999)pointed out that consumeroriented

virtual communities are important to marketing and business strategies because many

community affiliations are centered on consumption activities. He advocated that members

who continuously identify with virtual communities rely on the relationships of those

communities to consumption activities, and the social relationships among members. Online

communities comprise a social object that executes social functions with members just as if

they were in offline communities (Brown et al., 2007). Thus, to communicate effectively

with potential consumers online, companies must consider the cultural and social influences

of virtual communities.

With the emergence of the Internet and the popularity of virtual communities, people

are spending more of their time interacting with online groups. Consequently, people are

developing a sense of belonging and cohesion towards online communities, establishing

behavioral norms, identifying with and coming to trust the problemsolving abilities of the

community, and developing emotional attachments with other community members. When

people participate in a virtual community, they become conscious of that community. This

sense of a virtual community is a feeling of belonging and attachment towards a virtual

community which does not always happened in all virtual social groups (Blanchard & Markus,

2004). Several studies have identified this type of consciousness in virtual environments

(Blanchard&Markus,2004;Koh&Kim,2004;Robertset al., 2002;2006).

According to the accessibilitydiagnosticity model, message diagnosticity increases the

likelihood of a piece of information being adopted in decisionmaking. When a message

regarding a judgment or choice is perceived as diagnostic, consumers will assign a larger
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weight to this message when forming their attitude, intentions, and behavior (Feldman &

Lynch,1988;Herret al., 1991). Several studies have confirmed that the influence of WOM

on the receiver increases when informants similar to the receiver provide relevant information

(Bansal&Voyer,2000;Brown&Reingen,1987;Gillyet al., 1998;Price et al., 1989).

However, for a eWOM process the effects of traditional communicator attributes (e.g.,

expertise, similarity, and tie strength) on perceived influence of WOM in an online context

are unclear, since consumers have little knowledge of the degree of similarity between

informants and themselves.

Accordingly, people may depend upon the degree of interaction and feeling towards the

online community as a whole in determining eWOM credibility owing to interacting with a

humanized website rather than with an individual (Brown et al. 2007). Therefore, when

consumers perceive good quality relationships and interactions with their online community,

they judge information from the online community as credible. That is, member sense of

online community increases message diagnosticity, and thus intensifies the influence of

eWOM on attitude. This study hypothesizes the following:

H4a: In a positive eWOM scenario, the relationship between the influence of eWOM

and product attitude is stronger when sense of virtual community is higher.

H4b: In a negative eWOM scenario, the relationship between the influence of eWOM

and product attitude is stronger when sense of virtual community is higher.

According to above hypotheses development, I compile all research hypotheses and

expected direction, and shows in Table 22.
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Table 22 Research Hypotheses and Expected Direction

Hypotheses
Expected

direction

H1a

In a positive eWOM scenario, perceived influence of eWOM

positively influences online member attitude towards a

reviewed product.

H1b

In a negative eWOM scenario, perceived influence of eWOM

negatively influences online member attitude towards a

reviewed product.

H2a

In a positive eWOM scenario, sense of virtual community

positively influences online member attitude towards a

reviewed product.

H2b

In a negative eWOM scenario, sense of virtual community

positively influences online member attitude towards a

reviewed product.

H3a
In a positive eWOM scenario, online member attitude towards a

reviewed product positively affects purchase intention.

H3b
In a negative eWOM scenario, online member attitude towards

a reviewed product positively affects purchase intention.

H4a

In a positive eWOM scenario, the relationship between the

influence of eWOM and product attitude is stronger when sense

of virtual community is higher.

H4b

In a negative eWOM scenario, the relationship between the

influence of eWOM and product attitude is stronger when sense

of virtual community is higher.
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CHAPTER 3 METHODOLOGY

3.1 Conceptual framework

The research framework is shown as Figure 31. In Figure 31, sense of virtual

community (SOVC) and perceived influence of eWOM (PIEW) were exogenous constructs.

These two constructs were hypothesized to directly and indirectly influence two endogenous

constructs, which were attitude (ATT) and purchase intention (PINT), and SOVC were

hypothesized to moderate the effect of PIEW on ATT. In this research, two scenarios,

positive eWOM and negative eWOM were manipulated and separately examined the

relationship among constructs. According to the research hypotheses, PIEW were assumed

having positive effect on ATT in the positive eWOM scenario (H1a) and negative effect on

ATT in the negative eWOM scenario (H1b). For SOVC, this construct was hypothesized to

positively influence ATT in the positive eWOM scenario (H2a) and in the negative eWOM

scenario (H2b). Else, ATT were proposed positively affects PINT in the positive eWOM

scenario (H3a) and in the negative eWOM scenario (H3b). Finally, the moderating effect

of SOVC on the path from PIEW to ATT was inferred to have positive effect on ATT in the

positive eWOM scenario (H4a) and negative effect in the negative eWOM scenario (H4b).

Figure 31 Conceptual Framework

Purchase
Intention
(PINT)

Attitude
(ATT)

Perceived
Influence of

eWOM (PIEW)

Sense of Virtual
Community

(SOVC)

H2a, H2b

H3a, H3bH1a, H1b

H4a, H4b

Negative
eWOM

Positive
eWOM
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3.2 Instruments and Data Collection

A survey was conducted to verify the impacts of eWOM on consumers attitude and

behavioral intentions, and to test whether the relationship between members and the online

community moderates the influence of eWOM on attitude in the positive eWOM scenario or

the negative eWOM scenario.

In order to counterbalance the doubts of student sample and online sampling, two

questionnaires, written and online, were designed congruently for data collection (see

Appendix A). The online questionnaire was designed using an online survey website, and

posted on two wellknown online game community websites in Taiwan. The written

questionnaires were administered by six instructors, all university lecturers or professors in

northern, central, and southern Taiwan. Students in the courses taught by those instructors

were invited to voluntarily participate in the survey, and their participation earned them extra

course credits. To ensure sample quality, those administering the survey were instructed in

proper survey administration.

Respondents were required to answer questions about their browsing habits in relation

to online game communities, and moreover were asked to supply the names of the online

game communities they frequented. To ensure the sample was representative, respondents

who did not complete the names of the online game communities in which they participated

were excluded from the analysis. Several questions about contactperiod, membership, and

opinionposted behavior when joining an online community were questioned. For example,

fo
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3.3 Scenario

This study manipulated a scenario and used a factitious product but not real product to

avoid the past experiences of respondents affecting the analytical results. To design a

neutral product, detail product attributes t also provide in the scenario. Game software

was chosen as the reviewed target product in the scenario. Since game software is

considered as an experienced product, it is difficult for consumers to evaluate product quality

before experiencing product performance. Consumers may search more information for

experienced product (i.e., game) than functional product (e.g., computer) from the opinions of

market mavens or the use experiences of other consumers (word of mouth). In other words,

word of mouth plays the influential role for consumers evaluating and choosing the

experienced product. Therefore, game software is appropriate to be used as target product of

eWOM in this study.

Since past studies supported positive WOM and negative WOM differently impacted

consumer attitude and behavior, two scenarios were designed to represent positive and

negative eWOM, respectively. The scenarios described a new game becoming available in

the market, with the positive and negative scenarios differing in presenting four positive and

four negative product comments, respectively, regarding the new game as the following:

ecently issues and

aggressively advertises on TV. The advertising

interested. However, you hesitate whether it is worthy to purchase this new

game. Hence, you login your game discussion website (It is the one that you

have previously referred to in the first section of this survey.), and read the

product evaluations and comments experienced

players.
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All positive and negative descriptions were adopted and modified from several online

games discussion forums to ensure scenario authenticity. For positive evaluation, one of the

. Not

only the characters are diversified but also game setting and animation are vivid as true.

connected with my friends to enjoy together.

For negative evaluation, one of the . The

designs of characters and animation are not fine, and the selectivity and ability balance of

roles is limited. The worst thing is that sound effects and dubbing are not harmonious at

all.

Respondents were required to read the scenarios and imagine that the comments were

published on an online community that they regularly browsed. Before issuing the formal

questionnaire, a scenario check was performed to ensure the realism of the scenarios and

comments. Table 31 showed the frequency and percentage of scenario pretest. In the

positive (negative) scenario, 89% (91%) of respondents supported that the content and

meaning of four comments is positive (negative), and 83% (76%) of respondents considered

that these descriptions mentioned important and relevant product attributes. Of 84% (84%)

respondents agreed the statements are clear and easy to comprehend and 81% (90%) of

respondents believed that scenario is real. About the influence of comments, 70% (76%)

and 70% (89%) of respondents thought that the comments are persuasive to them and have

impacts on purchase decision.

This check revealed that both scenarios were welldesigned in terms of realism (M =

4.50, SD =1.43forpositivescenario;M = 4.98, SD = 1.22 for negative scenario), relevance

(M = 5.04, SD =1.42forpositivescenario;M = 4.62, SD = 1.51 for negative scenario),

influence (M = 2.97, SD =1.44forpositivescenario;M = 5.67, SD = 1.08 for negative
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scenario), persuasibility (M = 4.82, SD =1.34forpositivescenario;M = 5.25, SD = 1.30 for

negative scenario), and comprehensibility (M = 5.02, SD = 1.28 forpositivescenario;M =

4.98, SD = 1.40 for negative scenario).2

3.4 Sample

A total of 972 responses were obtained (485 for the positive scenario and 487 for the

negative scenario). Sixtyeight positivescenario and 54 negativescenario responses were

eliminated because they lacked website names, had duplicate IP address, or were incomplete,

yielding a useable sample size of 417 for the positive scenario and 433 for the negative

scenario.

Table 32 exhibits the information about characteristics of respondents and membership

in their communities. In the positive (negative) scenario, 45.8% (50.3%) of respondents was

onlineform samples and 54.2% (49.7%) came from written questionnaires. Roughly 50%

of the sample were obtained from questionnaire forms submitted online. Regarding

respondent demographics, the maletofemale ratio of the sample was 2:1 where 64.5%

(/67.4%) for male and 35.3% (32.6%) for female. The majority were students aged younger

than 24 years old where 65.5% (75.5%) for students and 71.0% (78.3%) for under 24 years of

age. With randomly sampling, these ratios appear reasonable since male students are the

main consumers of game products. On educational background, high school degree as well

as university degree included 96.4% (98.4%) of respondents. Roughly 80.8% (87.1%) of

respondents had less than $300 disposable income per month, and 59.5% (61.6%) of the

respondents averaged over 4 hours per day online.

2 The scenario check adopted sevenpoint Likert scale with the value of 1 (strongly disagree) to 7

(strongly agree), and sample sizes range from 103 to 115. All mean values were significantly greater than 4 at

alpha value of .01(all the p values < .001).



Table 31 Sample Statistics for Scenario Check

Frequency (%)

Scenario check Items Scenarios
M

(SD)

Strongly
disagree

(1)
Disagree

(2)

A little
disagree

(3)
Positive
(n=115)

5.90
(1.03)

0
( 0.0%)

0
( 0.0%)

3
( 2.6%)1. These descriptions are positive Negative

(n=113)
1.93

(1.21)
52

(46.0%)
40

(35.4%)
6

( 5.2%)
Positive
(n=115)

2.24
(1.14)

32
(27.8%)

46
(40.0%)

21
(18.3%)2. These descriptions are negative Negative

(n=113)
6.15

(1.11)
1

( 0.9%)
1

( 0.9%)
2

( 1.8%)
Positive
(n=115)

5.04
(1.42)

1
( 0.9%)

8
( 7.0%)

11
( 9.6%)3. These descriptions mention important

product attributes Negative
(n=113)

4.62
(1.51)

3
( 2.7%)

8
( 7.1%)

16
(14.2%)

Positive
(n=114)

5.02
(1.28)

0
( 0.0%)

5
( 4.4%)

12
(10.5%)4. These descriptions are clearly stated Negative

(n=112)
4.98

(1.40)
2

( 1.8%)
4

( 3.6%)
12

(10.7%)
Positive
(n=115)

4.50
(1.43)

6
( 5.2%)

5
( 4.3%)

11
( 9.6%)5. These descriptions are real Negative

(n=112)
4.98

(1.22)
2

( 1.8%)
2

( 1.8%)
7

( 6.3%)
Positive
(n=114)

4.82
(1.34)

2
( 1.8%)

7
( 6.1%)

10
( 8.8%)6. These descriptions are persuasive Negative

(n=112)
5.25

(1.30)
1

( 0.9%)
2

( 1.8%)
10

( 8.9%)
Positive
(n=103)

4.97
(1.44)

2
( 1.9%)

7
( 6.8%)

6
( 5.8%)7. These descriptions are Influential Negative

(n=107)
5.67

(1.08)
1

( 0.9%)
0

( 0.0%)
3

( 2.6%)

Note:M=mean;SD=standarddeviation.
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About membership characteristics, more than half of respondents come from one of

popular game online communities in Taiwan, and the average contact period are about 32

months. 79.9% (85%) of respondents reported that they only read and do not often post the

opinions in discussion forums, and 77.2% (76.0%) of respondents published their opinions

less than three times per month. Finally, the percentage of possessing membership is 79.9%

(79.9%). As Table 32 indicated, most demographic variables (e.g., gender, education,

disposable expenditure, and time on Internet per day) and membership variables (e.g.,

frequency of publishing per month and membership owner) had no significant difference in

distribution of population at alpha value of 0.05 between two scenarios. This result implies

that respondents are approximately homogeneous in either positive eWOM scenarios or

negative eWOM scenario.

3.5 Measures

Scales for measuring respondent perceptions were obtained from previous studies and

carefully adapted to conform to the scenarios. All questionnaire items were measured using

a sixpoint Likert scale (1 = strongly disagree, 6 = strongly agree) to avoid respondents

inclining to response central answer. Table 33 lists the measures used in this study as well

as their sources.

3.5.1 The Scale for Sense of Virtual Community (SOVC)

To evaluate the quality of relationship between respondents and their online

communities, sense of virtual community (SOVC) was assessed by using a 22item scale

developed by Blanchard (2007). Twentytwo items, which included twelve SCI items and

ten new items for gauging the unique components in virtual communities, were applied in the

formal survey, and all negatively expressed questions were converted into positively
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expressed items, as Peterson et al. (2006) suggested. To avoid respondent responses to

sense of virtual community are influenced by scenario, respondents answered the questions

before reading the scenario.

3.5.2 The Scale for Perceived Influence of eWOM (PIEW)

To assess the influence of online product comments, eight items from the scale of Gilly

et al. (1998) dealing with the perceived influence of eWOM (PIEW) were employed and

corrected to conform to the scenario(Bansal&Voyer,2000;Wangenheim&Bayon,2004b).

The concept of perceived influence of eWOM is different to attitude, since attitude is a lasting

and overall evaluation toward an object while the perceived influence of eWOM is a

perceived value toward the information. In their study, tenitem scalewasdeveloped;

however, only eight items were introduced and properly corrected to conform to the scenario

of this study. After respondents read the scenario, they were required to answer these eight

questions, i.e., how they perceive these product evaluations impact their purchase decision.

3.5.3 The Scale for Attitude (ATT) and Purchase Intention (PINT)

Four items for measuring attitude (ATT), and three items for gauging purchase

intentions(PINT)wereobtainedfrompaststudies(Bagozzi&Dholakia,2002;Huet al.,

1999;Perugini&Bagozzi, 2001). To ensure respondent responses based on exact target, the

artificial game name mentioned in scenario was retained in each of items, for example, four

I intend to buy

.

and purchase intention following reading the comments regarding the target product.



Table 32 Sample Statistics for Research Sample
Frequency (%)

Items All samples
(n=850)

Positive
scenario
(n=417)

Negative
scenario
(n=433)

Items All samples

Sample Origin Disposable Income ( 2(3) = 6.37,
Types of Questionnaire ( 2(1) = 1.76, p = 0.18) Under NT5,000 436 (51.3%)

Online sample 409 (48.1%) 191 (45.8%) 218 (50.3%) NT5,001~10,000 278 (32.7%)
Written sample 441 (51.9%) 226 (54.2%) 215 (49.7%) NT10,001~15,000 78 ( 9.2%)

Sample Characteristics Over NT 20,000 53 ( 6.2%)
Gender ( 2(1) = 0.73, p = .39) Missing value 5 ( 0.6%)

Male 561 (66.0%) 269 (64.5%) 292 (67.4%) Time on Internet Per day ( 2(3)
Female 288 (33.9%) 147 (35.3%) 141 (32.6%) Under 2 hours 72 ( 8.5%)
Missing value 1 ( 0.1%) 1 ( 0.2%) 3 ( 0.7%) 2~4 hours 260 (30.5%)

Age a ( 2(4) = 10.45, p = .03) 4~6 hours 259 (30.5%)
13~18 years 114 (13.4%) 52 (12.5%) 62 (14.3%) Over 6 hours 256 (30.1%)
19~24 years 521 (61.3%) 244 (58.5%) 277 (64.0%) Missing value 3 ( 0.4%)
25~30 years 148 (17.4%) 81 (19.4%) 67 (15.5%) Membership Characteristics
31~40 years 57 ( 6.7%) 33 ( 7.9%) 24 ( 5.5%) Usually Publish in Online Forum
Above 40 years 5 ( 0.6%) 5 ( 1.2%) 0 ( 0.0%) No 701 (82.5%)
Missing value 5 ( 0.6%) 2 ( 0.5%) 3 ( 0.7%) Yes 140 (16.5%)

Education ( 2(2) = 2.86, p = .24) Missing value 9 ( 1.0%)
Under college 179 (21.1%) 92 (22.1 %) 87 (20.1%) Frequency of Publishing Per
Undergraduate 649 (76.3%) 310 (74.3%) 339 (78.3%) 0 times 333 (39.2%)
Graduate 20 ( 2.4%) 13 ( 3.1%) 7 ( 1.6%) 1~3 times 318
Missing value 2 ( 0.2%) 2 ( 0.5%) 0 ( 0.0%) 4~6 times 92 (10.8%)

Occupation a ( 2(4) = 14.50, p = .01) 7~9 times 20 ( 2.4%)
Students 600 (70.6%) 273 (65.5%) 327 (75.5%) Over 10 times 61 ( 7.2%)
Employees 168 (19.8%) 99 (23.7%) 69 (14.9%) Missing value 26 ( 3.0%)
Public official 8 ( 0.9%) 6 ( 1.4%) 2 ( 0.5%) Membership Owner ( 2(1) = 0.00,
Waiting for work 44 ( 5.2%) 19 ( 4.6%) 25 ( 5.8%) Not Member 165 (19.4%)
Others 28 ( 3.3%) 18 ( 4.3%) 10 ( 2.3%) Member 679 (79.9%)
Missing value 2 ( 0.2%) 2 ( 0.5%) 0 ( 0.0%) Missing value 6 (

Mean Contacting Time (mon
Duration 32.61

Note: a represents a statistic homogeneity 2 test of crosstable analysis between positive and negative eWOM scenario



Table 33 Research Scales Lists

Construct Type Item

sovc1: I feel at home in this group.
sovc2: I can recognize the names most members in this group.
sovc3: Many other group members know me.
sovc4: I care about what other members think of my actions.
sovc5: I have influence over what this group is like.
sovc6: If there is a problem in this group, there are members here who can solve it.
sovc7: Members of this group share the same values.
sovc8: I think this group is a good place for me to be a member.
sovc9: Other members and I want the same things fro m the group.
sovc10: Members in this group generally get along with each other.
sovc11: It is very important to me to be a member of this group.
sovc12: I expect to stay in this group for a long time.

Sense of
Virtual

Community
(SOVC)

Moderating
Constructs

sovc13: I anticipate how some members will react to certain questions or issues in this group.
sovc14: I get a lot out of being in this group.
sovc15: I have had questions that have been answered by this group.
sovc16: I have gotten support from this group.
sovc17: Some members of this group have friendships with each other.
sovc18: I have friends in this group.
sovc19: Some members of this group can be counted on to help others.
sovc20: I feel obligated to help others in this group.
sovc21: I really like this group.
sovc22: This group means a lot to me.



Table 33 Research Scales Lists (Cont.)

Construct Type Item

Perceived
Influence
of eWOM
(PIEW)

Exogenous
Construct

piew2: These comments wi
piew3: These comments mention some things I had not considered.

piew6: These comme

Attitude
(ATT)

Mediating
Construct

is appeal to me.

Purchase
Intention
(PINT)

Endogenous
Construct
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3.6 Data Analysis

Structural equation modeling (SEM) was executed to examine the hypotheses. SEM is

especially efficient to analyze the causeandeffect relationships among unobservable

constructs (or latent constructs). Not only SEM analysis estimates the path relationships

among latent constructs, but also simultaneously evaluates the measurement variance and

error between observable indicators and corresponsive latent constructs.

However, in order to test the moderating effect of two constructs with SEM analysis,

the twostep estimation procedure proposed by Ping (1996) were employed in this study.

This technique is effective to quantify the effects of interaction between latent constructs that

cannot be achieved by traditional ANOVA or multiplesample SEM, and meanwhile, it can be

done through LISREL program with SIMPLIS syntax (Cortina, Chen, & Dunlap, 2001).

Thus, in this study, I replaced ANOVA and multiplesample SEM method with a twostep

interactive SEM technique of Ping (1996).

The dataanalysis procedure and steps of this study are performed as followed. In the

first phase, exploratory factor analysis (EFA) and confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) were

implemented to identify and examine the factor structures of SOVC. Sense of virtual

community is considered a secondorderfactorconstructintheliterature;however,its

firstorder factor structure is still unclear (Blanchard&Markus,2004;Blanchard, 2007).

Therefore, it is worthy to clarify the components of SOVC and facilitate followup analysis

procedure when performing interactive SEM technique of Ping (1996).

For EFA, both samples of positive eWOM and negative eWOM are combined to

explore the factor structure of SOVC with SPSS statistics software. The number of factor

about SOVC was decided with the rule that the value of eigenvalue is larger than one, and the
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factorloading value of each item was assessed to explore the meaning of each factor. If the

factorloading value to anyone of factors was less than 0.4, this item was excluded from next

EFA procedure utile no factorloading value to anyone of factors was below 0.4. For the

situation of two or above factorloading values were greater than 0.4, item was classified to

the factor which its factorloading value is the highest.

After exploring the factor structure of SOVC, this alternative structure was confirmed

by CFA with LISREL 8.54 software for positive eWOM samples and negative eWOM

samples, respectively. If the estimated lambda value from one factor to corresponsive item

was smaller than 0.6, this item will be excluded from next CFA procedure utile no estimated

lambda value was below 0.6. Moreover, the goodness of fit to final CFA model was also

evaluated, such as the value of chi square, RMSEA, GFI, AGFI , CFI and NFI etc.. For the

sake of simplifying the complication of the interactive SEM technique proposed by Ping

(1996), the weighted averages for each factor, which adopted the standardized estimated

lambda value as weights, were produced to be treated as the indicators of SOVC constructs.

Finally, the indicators of SOVC and the items of other constructs (i.e., PIEW, ATT and PINT)

were also validated with another CFA procedure. All steps of this CFA were the same as

abovementioned.

In the second phase, the interactive SEM technique of Ping (1996) was applied to test

the linear relationships amongbetween perceived influence of eWOM (PIEW), attitude (ATT),

and purchase intention (PINT), and especially, the nonlinear effects of sense of virtual

community (SOVC). According Ping (1996), interactive SEM technique is a twostep

estimation procedure and the main steps are introduced as below:

Step 1: To transform the raw data as meancentered data. Let the raw score of each

item minus its item average.
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Step 2: To produce the product indicators of interactive latent construct. The nonlinear

indicators of interaction latent construct are created by multiplying the indicators

of linear exogenous latent constructs. Specifically, the case that i indicators of

latent construct X and j indicators of latent construct Z should produce i×j

product indicators of interactive latent construct XZ.

Step 3: To estimate the firststep SEM with no interactive latent constructs (Figure 32),

and to record estimated loadings ( ) and error variances ( ) for each indicator

of linear exogenous latent constructs (X and Z), and variancecovariance matrix

among linear exogenous latent constructs ( XZZX ,, 22 ).

Figure 32 FirstStep SEM for the Method of Ping (1996)

Step 4: To calculate the loadings and error variances of interactive indicators, and the

variance of interactive latent construct. According to Ping (1996), the

calculated formula of the loadings and error variances of product indicators, and

the variance of interactive latent construct are shown as below:

2
Z

2
Z

XZ
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2
XZ

2
Z

2
X

2
XZ )( (1)

jiji zxzx (2)

jiijjiji zxx
2
Z

2
zz

2
X

2
xzx (3)

Where X represents a linear exogenous latent construct which include i

indicators, i1 x,...,x ;Zrepresentsalinearexogenous latent construct which

includes j indicators, j1 z,...,z ;XZrepresentstheinteractivelatentconstruct

which includes i×j product indicators, ji11 zx,...,zx . 2
XZ , 2

X , and 2
Z are

the variances of XZ, X, and Z. XZ is the covariance between X and Z.
jizx ,

ix , and
jz are the loadings of indicators of XZ, X, and Z.

jizx ,
ix , and

jz

are the error variance of indicators of XZ, X, and Z.

Step 5: To estimate the secondstep SEM with interactive latent constructs (Figure 33).

The loadings and error variances for product indicators, and variance of

interactive latent construct are calculated using the results of Step4. Finally, the

interactive effect ( XZY , ) are estimated by using a secondstep SEM where these

calculated loadings and error variances are specified as constants. In addition,

the covariance between linear latent construct and interactive latent construct are

set to zero, and the error covariance between product indicators which come

from the identical linear indicator should be set to freely estimate.
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Figure 33. SecondStep SEM for the Method of Ping (1996)

In this study, linear exogenous latent constructs are perceived influence of eWOM and

sense of virtual community, respectively, and their product represent the interactive latent

construct. These constructs are hypothesized to have direct effects on attitude and indirect

effects on purchase intention. All the paths were modeled and estimated with the interactive

SEM method of Ping (1996).

2
X

XZ

2
Z
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CHAPTER 4 RESULTS

4.1 Descriptive Statistics for Research Scales

The descriptive statistics (mean, standard deviation, skewness, and Kurtosis) and

correlation coefficients for all research items were showed in Table 41 and Appendix B.

For mean, the values ranged from 2.35 to 4.66 in the positive eWOM situation and from 2.17

to 4.59 in the negative eWOM situation. According to Table 41, most of the means

between two scenarios had no significant difference for SOVC items except sovc3, sovc7, and

sovc10. For variance/standard deviation, the values ranged among 0.98 and 1.47 in both

scenarios. Equally, most of the variances/standard deviations between two scenarios had no

significant difference for SOVC items except sovc3, sovc5, and sovc7. These results

confirmed that scenario had no significant effect on the response of SOVC items, and hence,

However, scenario is anticipated having significant influence on the response of PIEW,

ATT, and PINT items. As showed in Table 41, almost of the means between two scenarios

had significant difference at alpha value of 0.05 (except piew1 and piew3). Especially, the

scores in negative eWOM scenario were larger than those in positive eWOM scenario for

PIEW items. This result supported the findings of past studies, i.e., negative product

evaluations have more influence on consumer decision than positive product evaluation.

Furthermore, the scores of ATT and PINT items were expected to be higher in positive

eWOM scenario than those in negative eWOM scenario. Hence, this expectation was

supported.
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Table 41 Descriptive Statistics of Research Scales

Positive eWOM (N=417) Negative eWOM (N=433)
Items

M SD SK KU M SD SK KU
sovc1
sovc2
sovc3*
sovc4
sovc5
sovc6
sovc7*
sovc8
sovc9
sovc10*
sovc11
sovc12
sovc13
sovc14
sovc15
sovc16
sovc17
sovc18
sovc19
sovc20
sovc21
sovc22

4.66
2.74
2.35
2.85
2.35
4.36
4.06
4.40
4.31
3.98
3.72
4.11
4.34
4.32
4.55
3.76
4.06
4.27
4.34
4.01
4.38
3.90

1.02
1.40
1.31
1.47
1.32
1.22
1.24
1.26
1.21
1.28
1.35
1.37
1.20
1.26
1.28
1.32
1.33
1.37
1.16
1.22
1.19
1.34

1.06
0.44
0.85
0.38
0.78
0.82
0.58
0.80
0.58
0.46
0.33
0.56
0.88
0.80
1.03
0.45
0.73
0.75
0.82
0.48
0.68
0.37

1.89
0.75
0.02
0.78
0.19
0.56
0.00
0.49
0.15
0.18
0.52
0.19
0.73
0.41
0.76
0.35
0.10
0.07
0.75
0.08
0.36
0.33

4.59
2.67
2.17
2.98
2.27
4.34
3.75
4.34
4.22
3.76
3.71
4.13
4.40
4.34
4.51
3.77
4.16
4.15
4.37
3.91
4.39
3.85

0.98
1.33
1.21
1.43
1.23
1.21
1.32
1.16
1.17
1.22
1.27
1.30
1.09
1.14
1.29
1.30
1.20
1.41
1.16
1.21
1.10
1.32

0.79
0.49
1.00
0.20
0.89
0.77
0.38
0.59
0.62
0.25
0.10
0.35
0.62
0.65
0.81
0.34
0.58
0.63
0.69
0.30
0.48
0.34

1.23
0.51
0.36
0.95
0.14
0.38
0.52
0.37
0.48
0.35
0.44
0.47
0.37
0.36
0.16
0.36
0.26
0.30
0.36
0.13
0.29
0.41

piew1
piew2*
piew3
piew4*
piew5*
piew6*
piew7*
piew8*

4.09
3.82
3.72
3.80
3.94
3.89
3.75
3.71

1.15
1.36
1.21
1.32
1.32
1.33
1.26
1.35

0.58
0.26
0.31
0.38
0.42
0.33
0.24
0.25

0.33
0.58
0.14
0.46
0.33
0.48
0.38
0.64

4.22
4.49
3.77
4.46
4.42
4.54
4.44
4.30

1.16
1.28
1.34
1.22
1.27
1.18
1.23
1.33

0.59
0.74
0.32
0.71
0.75
0.71
0.65
0.56

0.01
0.01
0.60
0.16
0.11
0.01
0.09
0.36

att1*
att2*
att3*
att4*

3.75
3.58
3.59
3.73

1.29
1.28
1.23
1.21

0.33
0.06
0.06
0.22

0.36
0.36
0.27
0.17

2.79
2.72
2.68
2.79

1.28
1.24
1.20
1.19

0.41
0.51
0.47
0.30

0.43
0.12
0.04
0.31

pint1*
pint2*
pint3*

3.27
3.20
3.04

1.32
1.31
1.33

0.04
0.05
0.22

0.53
0.53
0.52

2.47
2.46
2.39

1.16
1.18
1.18

0.53
0.58
0.63

0.16
0.03
0.04

Note: M=mean;SD=standarddeviation;SK=Skewness;KU=Kurtosis;

= .05 with the t test of the difference in means between the scenarios of positive and negative eWOM.
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4.2 Factor Structure of SOVC

To identify the factor structures of SOVC, the samples for the two scenarios were

combined and subjected to exploratory factor analysis (EFA) with maximum likelihood

estimation. Promax rotation was used to consider the interfactor correlations (McMillan &

Chavis, 1986).3 The KaiserMeyerOlkin (KMO) measure of sampling adequacy (Kaiser,

1970) is 0.936 larger than the value of 0.9. In addition, Bartlett sphericity test indicates that

2(190, N = 850) is 9458.7 (p < .001). These results show that the sample is marvelous for

factoring (Kaiser & Rice, 1974).

Three factors with eigenvalues exceeding one were extracted after six iterations, while

two items (sovc1 and sovc18) were deleted for having factor loadings below .40 (sovc18 was

deleted after firstround EFA, and sovc1 was deleted after secondround EFA). The results

of EFA are shown in Appendix C. These three factors can explain 53.76% of total variance

for twenty items. All items whose factor loadings are above 0.4, and respectively loaded on

single factor where nine items are loaded on the first factor, seven items are loaded on the

second factor, and four items are loaded on the third factor. For correlation matrix among

these three factors, all correlations are positive where correlation between factor 1 and factor

2 has the highest value of 0.74, and correlation between factor 1 and factor 2 is 0.29 and

correlation between factor 2 and factor 3 is 0.30.

3 McMillan and Chavis (1986) defined sense of community (SOC) as having four key elements:

membership, influence, integration and fulfillment of needs, and shared emotional connection. Meanwhile,

reinforcing circ Blanchard and Markus (2004) extended the

Blanchard (2007) further devised the scale of SOVC based on McMillan and Chavis (1986) and their

observations of online multiple sports newsgroups. Thus, the three SOVC factors are expected to correlate.
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In order to confirm model fitness for factor structure of SOVC in positive eWOM

scenario and negative eWOM scenario, the remaining 20 items were used to implement

confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) using the factor structures obtained from EFA. Table

42 presented four items (sovc6, sovc7, sovc9, and sovc10) are deleted owing to their

standardized factor loadings falling below .60 in both scenarios.4 The final CFA in Table

42 shows that nine items (sovc8, sovc11, sovc12, sovc14, sovc15, sovc16, sovc20, sovc21,

sovc22) are loaded on first factor, three items (sovc13, sovc17, sovc19) are loaded on second

factor, and four items (sovc2, sovc3, sovc4, sovc5) are loaded on the third factor.

Regarding the meanings of the three SOVC factors, according to the loaded items of

each factor, the first SOVC factor is labeled the second is

Compared to

the model of sense of community proposed by McMillan and Chavis (1986), the meaning of

Emotional Linkages resembles the concept of Shared Emotional Connection, which interprets

the affective component related to community consciousness. The meaning of Anticipated

Support resembles that of Reinforcement of Needs, which explains the feeling that a member

hopes that other community members will solve their problems. Finally, the meaning of

Membership & Influence combines the concept of Membership and Influence into a single

construct, and explains the feelings of belonging to, identifying with, and mattering to a

community. These factors are identical to the findings of Blanchard and Markus (2004)

regarding the origins of sense of virtual community (i.e., recognition of members, exchange of

4 Tabachnica and Fidell (2007) proposed a factor loading of .55 (30% of variance) as an appropriate

boundary for a scale in social science research. This study used a higher value of 0.6, i.e., 36% of variance, as

the value of itemdeleted decision.
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support, emotional attachment, and personal relationships with members, sense of obligation,

and self identity and identification with others).

Table 42 lists the results of standardized factor loadings of the threefactor SOVC

model. All factor loadings for the two scenarios are significant (p < .001), with values

ranging from .63 to .87 for emotional linkages, .71 for anticipated supports, .62 to .82 for

membership & influence in the positive eWOM scenario and with values ranging from .66

to .83 for emotional linkages, .68 to .74 for anticipated supports, .60 to .88 for membership &

influence in the negative eWOM scenario.

In the subsequent structural equitation model (SEM) analysis, the scores of three SOVC

factors are averaged using the standardized factor loadings of respective items as weights.

Additionally, all Cronbach

acceptable reliabilities (range from .74 to .93).5 Furthermore, the convergent validity can be

considered adequate while the average variance extractions (AVE) exceed the suggested

minimum value of .50 (Fornell and Larcker, 1981) except for anticipated supports in the

negative scenario which has AVE of only .49.

5 The concept of composite reliability resembles

reliability, and is calculated based on the factor loadings and error variances of loaded indicators (Fornell &

Larcker, 1981). Bagozzi and Yi (1988) suggested .60 as the minimum value of composite reliability.
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Table 42 Standardized Estimated Factor Loadings of ThreeFactor SOVC Model

Correlations Emotional linkages
(EL)

Anticipated supports
(AS)

Membership &
influence (M&I)

EL   
AS 0.76/0.53  
M&I 0.33/0.35 0.34/0.26 
sovc1
sovc2
sovc3
sovc4
sovc5
sovc6
sovc7
sovc8
sovc9
sovc10
sovc11
sovc12
sovc13
sovc14
sovc15
sovc16
sovc17
sovc18
sovc19
sovc20
sovc21
sovc22









0.77/0.71



0.72/0.70
0.74/0.80


0.85/0.80
0.68/0.68
0.63/0.70





0.73/0.66
0.87/0.83
0.83/0.81














0.71/0.69




0.71/0.67


0.71/0.74





0.81/0.88
0.82/0.77
0.62/0.60
0.76/0.80



















0.93/0.92 0.74/0.74 0.82/0.80
AVE 0.58/0.56 0.51/0.49 0.57/0.59
CR 0.92/0.92 0.76/0.75 0.84/0.85

Note: SOVC=senseofvirtualcommunity;EL=emotionallinkages;AS=anticipatedsupport;M&I=

membership&Influence;AVE=averagevarianceextractions;CR=compositereliability. The

numbers to the right of the slash are the results of the positive eWOM scenario, and those to the left of

the slash are the results of the negative eWOM scenario. All factor loadings are statistically

signif . Six items, i.e., sovc1, sovc6, sovc7, sovc9, sovc10, and sovc18, are excluded

because their factor loadings do not satisfy the suggested minimum values in EFA (.40) and CFA (.60).

))Var(/(AVE
P

1i i1
2
i1

2
i

P

i

P

i
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P
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.
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Model A in Table 43 shows the model fitness of the threefactor SOVC model, and

reveals good fit in both scenarios. The threefactor SOVC model fits well in the two

scenarios in that the ratios of chi square and degree of freedom are both less than 3 (2.41 for

positive eWOM and 2.89 for negative eWOM), and the values of RMSEA are both smaller

than 0.08 (0.058 for positive eWOM and 0.066 for negative eWOM) (McDonald & Ho, 2002).

All fit indices for GFI, AGFI, NFI, NNFI, CFI, IFI, RFI, PGFI, PNFI, and CN satisfy the

suggested criteria, so the model fit is acceptable (Doll, Xia, & Torkzadeh, 1994;Jöreskog &

Sörbom, 1993;Marcoulides & Schumacker, 1996;Reisinger & Turner, 1999).

Correlations among the three SOVC factors can be employed to examine their

discriminant validity. The correlations between EL and AS (r(415) = .76, p < .001), EL and

M&I (r(415) = .33, p < .001), and AS and M&I (r(415) = .34, p < .001) in the positive eWOM

scenario, and between EL and AS (r(431) = .53, p < .001), EL and M&I (r(431) = .35, p

< .001), and AS and M&I (r(431) = .26, p < .001) in the negative eWOM scenario are all

significantly smaller than one, indicating discriminant validity.6 To summarize, all results

suggest that the threefactor SOVC model exhibits good reliability and validity.

4.3 Evaluations of Measurement Model

In the subsequent SEM analysis, the scores of three SOVC factors (EL, AS, and M&I)

were calculated by averaging standardized factorloading values for respective indicators as

weights. The mean (standard deviation) of EL, AS, and M&I are 4.14 (1.03), 2.31 (0.54),

6 The correlation between EL and AS for the positive scenario: 2(1, N = 417) = 14.97, p < .001 and for

the negative scenario: 2(1, N = 433) = 54.47, p <.001;thecorrelationbetweenASandM&Iforthepositive

scenario 2(1, N = 417) = 153.52, p < .001 and for the negative scenario: 2(1, N = 433) = 326.94, p < .001;the

correlation between EL and M&I for the positive scenario 2(1, N = 417) = 511.18, p < .001 and for the negative

scenario: 2(1, N = 433) = 403.94, p < .001).
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and 2.56 (1.11) for the positive scenario and 4.12 (0.97), 2.24 (0.49), and 2.50 (1.03) for the

negative scenario. To evaluate the measurement quality, threefactor SOVC, and other

constructs (i.e., PIEW, ATT, and PINT), are combined and subjected to a CFA procedure.

Two items in PIEW (piew1 and piew3) are removed because one of the standardized factor

loadings in one of the two scenarios is less than .60. Additionally, the correlation analysis

indicates that three Items, att1, att2, and pint1, had high linear correlations among other items

(r > .86). To avoid multicollinearity within the SEM analysis, these items are excluded from

the analysis.

Table 43 Goodness of Fit Statistics for SEM Models a

Fit Indexes Model A Model B Model C Criteria

df 88/83 55/54 391/391 
2 211.94/240.18 119.01/110.26 1011.18/908.67 

Normed 2 2.41/2.89 2.16/2.04 2.59/2.32 1~3

RMSEA 0.058/0.066 0.053/0.049 0.062/0.055 < 0.08

SRMR 0.064/0.073 0.033/0.076 0.092/0.084 < 0.10

GFI 0.94/0.94 0.96/0.96 0.87/0.88 > 0.90

AGFI 0.91/0.89 0.93/0.94 0.83/0.85 > 0.80

PGFI 0.61/0.57 0.58/0.57 0.68/0.70 > 0.50

NFI 0.98/0.98 0.99/0.98 0.97/0.97 > 0.90

NNFI 0.98/0.98 0.99/0.99 0.98/0.98 > 0.90

PNFI 0.72/0.67 0.70/0.68 0.82/0.81 > 0.50

CFI 0.99/0.98 0.99/0.99 0.98/0.98 > 0.90

IFI 0.99/0.98 0.99/0.99 0.98/0.98 > 0.90

RFI 0.97/0.96 0.98/0.98 0.96/0.96 > 0.90

CN 230.56/206.45 295.50/308.06 193.55/207.84 > 200

Note: The numbers to the right of the slash are the results of the positive eWOM scenario, and those to the left of

the slash are the results of the negative eWOM scenario. Model A = threefactorSOVCmodel;ModelB

= Measurement model for researchconstructs;ModelC=theinteractive SEM model of Ping (1996). df
2 =chisquare; 2 = the ratio of chisquarevalueanditsdegreeoffreedom;

RMSEA=rootmeansquareerrorofapproximation;SRMR=Standardizedrootmeansquareresidual;GFI

=goodnessoffitindex;AGFI=adjustedgoodnessoffitindex;PGFI=parsimonygoodnessoffitindex;

NFI=normedfitindex;NNFI=nonnormedfitindex;PNFI=parsimonynormedfitindex;CFI=

comparativefitindex;IFI=incrementalfitindex;RFI=relativefitindex;CN=criticalnumber.
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Table 44 shows that all factor loadings are significant (p < .001), with values ranging

from .36 to .89 for sense of virtual community, .80 to .94 for perceived influence of

eWOM, .82 to .84 for attitude, and .87 to .96 for purchase intentions for positive eWOM

scenario. For negative eWOM scenario, the estimated standardized loadings range from

0.39 to 0.92 for sense of virtual community, 0.84 to 0.91 for perceived influence of eWOM,

from 0.89 to 0.91 for attitude, and 0.93 to 0.96 for purchase intentions. Although the

standardized loadings of third SOVC factor, M&I, in both scenarios are low, it should not be

removed to retain the integrity of factor structure for SOVC.

Regarding reliability and validity, the values of

acceptable reliabilities (range from .69 to .96), and the values of AVE all exceed the

suggested minimum value of .50. The convergent validity thus is confirmed (Fornell &

Larcker, 1981). Regarding discriminate validity, the estimated correlations between SOVC

and PIEW (r(415) = .41, p < .001), SOVC and ATT (r(415) = .50, p < .001), SOVC and PINT

(r(415) = .38, p < .001), PIEW and ATT (r(415) = .65, p < .001), PIEW and PINT (r(415)

= .63, p < .001), and ATT and PINT (r(415) = .86, p < .001) in the positive eWOM scenario,

and between SOVC and PIEW (r(431) = .35, p < .001), SOVC and ATT (r(431) = .26, p

< .001), SOVC and PINT (r(431) = .21, p < .001), PIEW and ATT (r(431) = .31, p < .001),

PIEW and PINT (r(431) = 0.27, p < .001), and ATT and PINT (r(431) = .81, p < .001) in the

negative eWOM scenario are all significantly smaller than one, indicating discriminant

validity.7

The fit statistics of Model B in Table 43 indicate acceptable model fit. With excellent

fit statistics, the values of normed chi square are 2.16 for positive eWOM scenario and 2.04

7 All chisquare values exceed 11 with 1 degree of freedom and their p values were significant at alpha

= .001.
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for negative eWOM scenario (less than the value of 3). The values of RMSEA (SRMR) are

0.053 (0.033) for positive eWOM and 0.049 (0.076) for negative eWOM (less than the value

of 0.08). All fit indices for GFI, AGFI, NFI, NNFI, CFI, IFI, RFI, PGFI, PNFI, and CN

satisfy the suggested criteria, so the model fit is acceptable (Jöreskog & Sörbom, 1993;

Marcoulides & Schumacker, 1996). The above indicates that the measurement model

possesses excellent reliability and validity.

4.4 Calculations of Product Indicators

According to the interactive SEM proposed by Ping (1996), the indicators of interactive

latent constructs can be created by multiply the indicators of two linear latent construct. In

this study, two linear latent constructs are SOVC and PIEW where SOVC have three

composite indicators (EL, AS, and M&I) and PIEW contained six indicators (piew2, piew4,

piew5, piew6, piew7, piew8) after confirming the measurement model. The product for

SOVC and PIEW, interactive latent construct, is termed as PIEW×SOVC, and thus, 18 (3×6)

product indicators were created (Figure 41).

Following the analytical steps introduced in section 3.6, the estimated unstandardized

loadings, error variances for indicators and variancecovariance between constructs of

firstphase SEM are presented in Table 45. Based on the formulas introduced in section 3.6,

the calculated loadings and error variances for product indicators and variances for

PIEW×SOVC are showed in Table 45. These calculated values will be set as constants

when implementing the secondphase interactive SEM of Ping (1996).



Table 44 Standardized Factor Loadings and Error Variances of Measurement Model
Correlation SOVC PIEW ATT

SOVC   
PIEW 0.411/0.346  

ATT 0.503/0.258 0.650/0.309 
PINT 0.385/0.205 0.635/0.267 0.857/0.806

Indicators Factor
Loading

Error
Variance

Factor
Loading

Error
Variance

Factor
Loading Variance

EL
AS

M&I

0.886/0.924
0.888/0.754
0.356/0.393

0.215/0.147
0.212/0.431
0.873/0.846













piew1
piew2
piew3
piew4
piew5
piew6
piew7
piew8




















0.821/0.860


0.898/0.895
0.885/0.845
0.937/0.912
0.832/0.880
0.797/0.842


0.326/0.260


0.194/0.198
0.217/0.285
0.122/0.168
0.307/0.225
0.365/0.289










att1
att2
att3
att4
























0.836/0.909
0.815/0.894

0.301/0.174
0.335/0.201

pint1
pint2
pint3





















0.72/0.69 0.95/0.95 0.81/0.90
AVE 0.567/0.526 0.745/0.762 0.682/0.813

CR 0.777/0.751 0.946/0.951 0.811/0.897
Note:SOVC=senseofvirtualcommunity;PIEW =perceivedinfluenceofelectronicwordofmouth;ATT=attitudetowardproduct;PINT=purchaseintention;EL=emotional

linkages;AS=anticipatedsupport;M&I=membership&Influence;AVE=averagevarianceextractions;CR=compositereliability.Thenumberstotherightoftheslash
are the results of the positive eWOM scenario, and those to the left of the slash are the results of the negative eWOM scenario.

i.e., piew1 and piew3, are excluded for factor loadings not satisfying the suggested minimum value of .06 in CFA, and three items,
pint1, are removed owing to high correlations with other items. ))Var(/(AVE

P

1i i1
2
i1

2
i

P

i

P

i
; (CR

)Var( i
represents standardized error variance of indi
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Figure 41 Interactive SEM of Ping (1996)

Note:SOVC=senseofvirtualcommunity;PIEW=perceivedinfluenceofeWOM;PIEW×SOVC=the

interactivetermofSOVCandPIEW;ATT=attitudetowardproduct;PINT = purchase intention;

EL=emotionalLinkages;AS=anticipatedSupports;M&I=membership&Influence.
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Table 45 Calculated Loadings and Error Variances of Interactive Indicators

Positive Scenario Negative ScenarioLinear
Indicators Factor Loadings Error Variances Factor Loadings Error Variances

EL 1.000 0.217 1.000 0.137
AS 0.954 0.221 0.790 0.378
M&I 0.430 1.081 0.440 0.907
piew2 1.000 0.603 1.000 0.409
piew4 1.068 0.335 0.989 0.295
piew5 1.053 0.381 0.968 0.459
piew6 1.117 0.213 0.978 0.234
piew7 0.943 0.499 0.981 0.343
piew8 0.969 0.671 1.014 0.511

Variance and Covariance
2
SOVC 0.840 0.801
2
PIEW 1.239 1.222

PIEWSOVX, 0.419 0.342

Positive Scenario Negative ScenarioProduct
indicators Factor Loadings Error Variances Factor Loadings Error Variances
piew2*EL 1.000 0.905 1.000 0.551
piew2*AS 0.954 0.867 0.790 0.821
piew2*M&I 0.430 2.085 0.440 1.543
piew4*EL 1.067 0.661 0.989 0.440
piew4*AS 1.018 0.643 0.781 0.711
piew4*M&I 0.459 1.942 0.435 1.397
piew5*EL 1.052 0.700 0.968 0.587
piew5*AS 1.004 0.679 0.765 0.836
piew5*M&I 0.452 1.955 0.426 1.526
piew6*EL 1.117 0.561 0.978 0.380
piew6*AS 1.066 0.552 0.773 0.647
piew6*M&I 0.480 1.936 0.430 1.309
piew7*EL 0.942 0.766 0.981 0.483
piew7*AS 0.899 0.735 0.775 0.746
piew7*M&I 0.405 1.807 0.432 1.431
piew8*EL 0.968 0.960 1.014 0.651
piew8*AS 0.923 0.917 0.801 0.924
piew8*M&I 0.416 2.085 0.446 1.682

2
PIEWSOVC 1.216 1.096

Note: all the numbers for linear indicators are unstandardized estimates. The numbers for product indicators

were calculated based on the formulas in section 3.6, and set as constants in the secondphase SEM

analysis.
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4.5 The Results of Research Hypotheses

A twostep interactive SEM using the estimation procedure of Ping (1996) was applied

to examine the proposed hypotheses (see Figure 41). This method can quantify the effects

of interaction between latent constructs not achievable via traditional ANOVA or

multiplesample SEM. Indicators in meandeviation form are the requisite to implement the

method of Ping (1996) method, and uncomplicated calculations were performed. Figure 42

shows the estimated and standardized path coefficients of the interactive SEM in this study

and the squared multiple correlations (SMC) in the situations of positive and negative eWOM.

Moreover, the standardized factor loadings and construct correlations are shown in Table 46

and Table 47, and Mode C in Table 43 lists the model fit indexes of the interactive SEM of

Ping (1996).

4.5.1 The Effects of eWOM on Attitude

H1a and H1b hypothesized that perceived influence of eWOM positively and negatively

affects online member attitude towards a reviewed product in the positive and negative

eWOM scenarios, respectively. The analytical results show that the unstandardized and

standardized path coefficients in positive eWOM (b = 0.53, = 0.57, t(414) = 11.05, p < .001)

and negative eWOM (b = 0.46, = 0.47, t(430) = 8.96, p < .001) are all significant in the

expected direction, supporting H1a and H1b.

4.5.2 The Effects of SOVC on Attitude

H2a and H2b hypothesized that sense of virtual community positively affects online

member attitude toward a reviewed product in both positive and negative eWOM scenarios.

The analytical results show that the estimated and standardized path coefficients in positive

eWOM (b = 0.30, = 0.27, t(414) = 5.56, p < .001) and in negative eWOM (b = 0.45, =
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0.37, t(430) = 6.59, p < .001) are both statistically significant have positive value. Hence,

H2a and H2b are both supported.

Figure 42 Estimated Path Coefficients of Interactive SEM of Ping (1996)

Note: The numbers to the right of the slash are unstandardized values and those to the left of the slash are

standardizedvalues;*:p < .05;**:p < .01.
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4.5.3 The Effects of Attitude on Purchase Intention

H3a and H3b posited that attitude positively impacts purchase intention in both the

positive and negative scenarios. The analytical results indicate that the estimated path

coefficients from attitude to purchase intention are statistically significant have positive value

(b = 1.07, = 0.87, t(416) = 18.94, p <.001inthepositivescenario;b = 0.84, = 0.81, t(432)

= 19.85, p < .001 in the negative scenario).8 Thus, H3a and H3b are supported.

4.5.4 The Moderating Effects of SOVC

H4a and H4b assumed that a sense of virtual community reinforces the relationship

between the perceived influence of eWOM and consumer attitudes in both positive and

negative eWOM scenarios. As Figure 42 shows, the standardized path coefficients in the

positive eWOM scenario (b = 0.07, = 0.10, t(414) = 2.40, p = .02) and negative eWOM

scenario (b = 0.20, = 0.22, t(430) = 4.60, p < .001) are both significant in the expected

direction. Thus, H4a and H4b are supported.

8 Attitude and purchase intention are closely correlated ( = .87 in positive eWOM and = .81 in

negative eWOM). The correlations may be unusually high compared with past studies. However, the

metaanalysis of Kim and Hunter (1993) identified a strong average correlation between attitude and purchase

intention (mean r(92) = .87, and 95% C.I.: .83 < r < .91) after eliminating methodological artifacts. The

magnitude of the correlation increases when attitudinal relevance is higher (for high attitudinal relevance, mean

r(77) = .86, and 95%C.I.: .81 < r < .91). In this study, the strength of the match between attitudinal and

behavioral elements is high (see Kim & Hunter, 1993, p.341), and thus the high correlation between attitude and

intention appears reasonable.
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Table 46 Standardized Factor Loadings of Interactive SEM of Ping (1996)

Indicators SOVC PIEW PIEW×SOVC ATT PINT
EL
AS
M&I

0.892/0.934
0.881/0.747
0.355/0.380

















piew1
piew2
piew3
piew4
piew5
piew6
piew7
piew8











0.820/0.865


0.899/0.895
0.885/0.845
0.937/0.913
0.829/0.880
0.796/0.843




























piew2×EL
piew2×AS
piew2×M&I
piew4×sEL
piew4×AS
piew4×M&I
piew5×EL
piew5×AS
piew5×M&I
piew6×EL
piew6×AS
piew6×M&I
piew7×EL
piew7×AS
piew7×M&I
piew8×EL
piew8×AS
piew8×M&I







































0.825/0.846
0.792/0.716
0.382/0.385
0.877/0.869
0.870/0.737
0.416/0.397
0.868/0.830
0.861/0.702
0.409/0.376
0.900/0.882
0.894/0.749
0.432/0.405
0.831/0.857
0.824/0.726
0.386/0.391
0.808/0.828
0.801/0.700
0.371/0.375







































att1
att2
att3
att4



















0.834/0.908
0.804/0.892






pint1
pint2
pint3


















0.958/0.956
0.881/0.928

Note: The right number of slash is the results of positive eWOM scenario, and the left one is the results of

negative eWOM scenario. All numbers . The factoringloading

values of piew1 and piew3 which are under 0.60 during the CFA procedure were excluded. SOVC =

senseofvirtualcommunity;PIEW =perceivedinfluenceofelectronicwordofmouth;PIEW×SOVC=

theinteractivetermofSOVCandPIEW;ATT=attitudetowardproduct;PINT=purchaseintention.
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Table 47 Correlations among Construct for Interactive SEM of Ping (1996)

Correlations SOVC PIEW PIEW×SOVC ATT PINT SMC

SOVC 0.410  0.503 0.440

PIEW 0.343  0.683 0.597

PIEW×SOVC   0.099 0.087

ATT 0.212 0.340 0.218 0.874 0.536

PINT 0.171 0.274 0.176 0.806 0.764

SMC    0.285 0.650

Note: The rightup triangle matrix is the correlation matrix for positive eWOM scenario, and leftdown triangle

matrix is the correlation matrix for negative eWOM scenario. SOVC=senseofvirtualcommunity;

PIEW=perceivedinfluenceofelectronicwordofmouth;PIEW×SOVC=theinteractivetermofSOVC

andPIEW;ATT=attitudetowardproduct;PINT=purchaseintention;SMC=squaredmultiple

correlations.

4.5.5 The Individual Moderating Effects of SOVC

Since the overall moderating effect of SOVC is significant in both scenarios, this study

further explores the individual moderating effect for the three factors of SOVC (i.e., EL, AS,

and MI) and their scale of that effect. Another simple interactive SEM technique proposed

by Ping (1995) is used to test individual moderating effects. Model in Table 48 presents

the overall moderating effect of SOVC using the method of Ping (1995), and the analytical

results demonstrate that it yields similar estimates to the method of Ping (1996). These results

indicate that the overall moderating effect of SOVC are significant for the positive eWOM

scenario (b = .09, = .12, t(414) = 2.70, p = .01) and the negative eWOM scenario (b = .21,

= .23, t(414) = 4.44, p < .001). Regarding the individual moderating effect, the two

scenarios yield different and interesting findings. Models , Model , and Model in

Table 48 indicate that for positive eWOM the moderating effects of EL (b = .07, = .09,

t(414) = 2.21, p = .03) and MI (b = .07, = .10, t(414) = 2.17, p = .03) are significant but not

that of AS (b = .08, = .08, t(414) = 1.78, p = .08). Meanwhile, the same models indicate

that for negative eWOM the moderating effects of EL (b = .21, = .22, t(430) = 4.70, p
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< .001) and AS (b = .22, = .24, t(430) = 4.60, p < .001) are significant, but not that of MI

(b = .08, = .08, t(430) = 1.63, p = .10).

Table 48 Individual Moderating Effect of the Three SOVC Factors

Effect Constructs
Positive eWOM Negative eWOM

Model
Cause

Constructs ATT PINT ATT PINT

PIEW 0.54/0.58(11.20)**  0.45/0.46(9.00)** 

SOVC 0.30/0.26(5.46)**  0.45/0.37(6.57)** 

SOVCPIEW 0.09/0.12(2.70)**  0.21/0.23(4.44)** 
Model

ATT  1.07/0.87(19.02)**  0.84/0.81(19.91)**

PIEW 0.54/0.58(12.15)**  0.43/0.45(8.82)** 

EL 0.28/0.26(5.63)**  0.45/0.35(6.63)** 

ELPIEW 0.07/0.09(2.21)*  0.21/0.22(4.70)** 
Model

ATT  1.07/0.87(18.81)**  0.84/0.81(19.92)**

PIEW 0.55/0.60(11.13)**  0.41/0.43(7.92)** 

AS 0.30/0.22(4.60)**  0.38/0.28(4.62)** 

ASPIEW 0.08/0.08(1.78)  0.22/0.24(4.60)** 
Model

ATT  1.07/0.87(18.85)**  0.84/0.80(19.68)**

PIEW 0.62/0.67(13.01)**  0.27/0.28(6.02)** 

M&I 0.13/0.14(3.17)*  0.43/0.39(7.50)** 

MIPIEW 0.07/0.10(2.17)*  0.08/0.08(1.63) 
Model

ATT  1.08/0.89(18.96)**  0.83/0.81(20.00)**

Note: SOVC = sense of virtualcommunity;EL=emotionallinkages;AS=anticipatedsupport;M&I=

membership&Influence;PIEW =perceivedinfluenceofelectronicwordofmouth;SOVC=senseofvirtual

community;ATT=attitudetowardproduct;PINT=purchaseintention;SOVCPIEW = the interaction between

SOVCandPIEW;ELPIEW =theinteractionbetweenELandPIEW;ASPIEW =theinteractionbetweenAS

andPIEW;MIPIEW =theinteractionbetweenM&IandPIEW. The numbers to the right of the slash are

unstandardized values and those totheleftoftheslasharestandardizedvalues;thenumberinthebracketisthe

t value;*:p <.05;**:p < .01. AllmodelsareanalyzedusingthemethodofPing(1995);Model models the

overall moderating effect of SOVC with EL, AS, and M&I as indicators;meanwhile,Model , Model , and

Model model the individual moderating effects of EL, AS, and M&I, respectively.

4.5.6 The Mediating Effects of Attitude

In this study, attitude is predicted to function as a mediating variable that channels the

effects from perceived influence of eWOM to purchase intention, the effects from sense of
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virtual community to purchase intention, and the effects between interactive effect and

purchase intention in both scenarios. A series of tests about the mediating effect of attitude

was conducted and based upon the procedure suggested by Baron and Kenny (1986).

About the effects among perceived influence of eWOM, attitude, and purchase intention,

the direct effect from perceived influence of eWOM to purchase intention are significant (b =

0.53, = 0.57, t(414) = 11.05, p < .001inthepositivescenario;b = 0.39, = 0.39, t(430) =

7.55, p < .001 in the negative scenario). However, the significant direct effect is greatly

weakened in the positive eWOM scenario (b = 0.17, = 0.15, t(415) = 2.96, p = .003) and

becomes insignificant in the negative eWOM scenario (b = 0.02, = 0.02, t(431) = 0.55, p

= .58), after attitude was considered as mediated variable (Table 49 . The

test evidences that attitude mediates partial and full effect between perceived influence of

eWOM and purchase intention in the positive and negative scenario, respectively.

Regarding the effects among sense of virtual community, attitude, and purchase

intention, the direct effect from sense of virtual community to purchase intention are

significant (b = 0.30, = 0.27, t(414) = 5.56, p < .001inthepositivescenario;b = 0.46, =

0.37, t(430) = 6.59, p < .001 in the negative scenario). However, the significant direct

effects become insignificant in both positive eWOM scenario (b = 0.11, = 0.08, t(415) =

1.72, p = .09) and the negative eWOM scenario (b = 0.01, = 0.00, t(431) = 0.12, p = .90),

after attitude was considered as mediated variable (see Table 49 . This

result evidences that attitude mediates full effect between sense of virtual community and

purchase intention in both positive and negative scenarios.

Concerning the effects among interaction effect, attitude, and purchase intention, a test

to determine whether attitude mediates the moderating effect of H4a and H4b was also

conducted. Table 49 shows that significantly direct effects from interaction term
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(SOVCPIEW) to purchase intention (PINT) in the positive eWOM scenario (b = 0.07, =

0.10, t(414) = 2.40, p = .02) and the negative eWOM scenario (b = 0.20, = 0.22, t(430) =

4.60, p < .001) are obtained. After considering attitude as mediating variable, as shown in

Table 49, the mediating test of attitude is not supported because the indirect effect from

interactive term (SOVCPIEW) to attitude (ATT) is not significant in the positive eWOM

scenario (b = 0.05, = 0.07, t(415) = 1.48, p = .14), however, the significant direct effect

becomes insignificant in the negative eWOM scenario (b = 0.01, = 0.01, t(431) = 0.27, p

= .79). Therefore, attitude fully mediates the moderating effect of a sense of virtual

community in only negative scenario, which was termed as the

moderation by Baron and Kenny (1986). In conclusion, Attitude can be empirically

considered as antecedent mediating variable of purchase intention in this study.

Table 49 Tests for the Mediating Effects of Attitude

Direct effect PIEW/SOVC/SOVCPIEW
Effect Constructs

Positive eWOM Negative eWOM
Cause Constructs PINT PINT

PIEW
SOVC

SOVCPIEW

0.53/0.57**
0.30/0.27**
0.07/0.10*

0.46/0.47**
0.45/ 0.37**
0.20/0.22**

Indirect effect
Effect Constructs

Positive eWOM Negative eWOM
Direct path

Cause
Constructs ATT PINT ATT PINT

PIEW
SOVC
ATT

0.50/ 0.54**
0.30/ 0.26**



0.17/ 0.15**


0.90/ 0.75**

0.45/0.46**
0.51/ 0.42**



0.02/0.02


0.83/ 0.80**
PIEW
SOVC
ATT

0.52/ 0.67**
0.30/ 0.27**




0.11/0.08
1.14/ 0.92**

0.45/0.46**
0.51/ 0.42**




0.01/0.00
0.84/ 0.81**

PINT

PIEW
SOVC

SOVCPIEW
ATT

0.53/ 0.57**
0.30/ 0.27**
0.05/ 0.07






0.07/ 0.08*
1.08/ 0.87**

0.46/0.47**
0.45/ 0.37**

0.20/0.22**





0.01/0.01
0.83/ 0.80**

Note: The numbers to the right of the slash are unstandardized values and those to the left of the slash are

standardized values. *: p <.05;**:p < .01.
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CHAPTER 5 DISCUSSIONS

5.1 Conclusions

The value and influence of eWOM differs from that of offline WOM because

consumers cannot directly examine source credibility and their similarity with online

informants. Brown et al. (2007) proposed that the relationship and interaction between

online communities and their members substitutes for the relationship between individuals in

assessing the influence of eWOM. This study aims to examine whether sense of virtual

community moderates the influence of eWOM on consumers. The analytical results

resembled the arguments of Brown et al. (2007), and indicated that consumer sense of virtual

community reinforces the influence of eWOM on product attitudes and purchase intention.

According to the accessibilitydiagnosticity model, consumer consciousness of a good

relationship toward an online community enhances the diagnosticity and influence of online

productcomments(Feldman&Lynch,1988;Herret al., 1991). Particularly in the case of

negative comments, the reinforced (moderating) effect of the sense of virtual community (b =

0.20, = 0.22, t(430) = 4.60, p < .001) is stronger than those of in the positive comments (b

= 0.07, = 0.10, t(414) = 2.40, p = .02).9 This result resembles the findings of Herr et al.

(1991) that extremely negative product comments have more ability (or diagnosticity) to

facilitate people recognizing product quality than positive and neutral product comments do.

9 The absolute difference in path coefficient of interaction between positive and negative eWOM is tested

using the method of Paternoster, Mazerolle, and Piquero (1998), which uses the following formula:

2
b2

2
b121 SESE)/b(bZ . In result, the test is significant (z = 2.46, p = .01).
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Additionally, the three factors of SOVC, i.e., Emotional Linkages, Anticipated Support,

and Membership & Influence, were explored and confirmed, and this study also assessed the

individual moderating effect for the three SOVC factors. The results are interesting in that

the source of the moderating effect for SOVC differs between positive and negative eWOM.

Specifically, the moderating effect of SOVC primarily comes from Emotional Linkages and

Membership & Influence but not from Anticipated Support for positive eWOM. However,

the effect primarily derives from Emotional Linkages and Anticipated Support but not from

Membership & Influence for negative eWOM. This finding implies that positive and

negative eWOM differ intrinsically.

In this study, Membership & Influence resembles the feeling that members identify with

and influenced by an online community, while Anticipated Support resembles the feeling that

members view an online community as a product expert. When consumers face positive

eWOM regarding unfamiliar products (e.g., game software in this study), they attempt to seek

information from close friends rather than remote experts to avoid expectation incongruity,

because they may see experts as more likely than friends to be paid advertisers of the product

(Bone,1995;Brown& Reingen,1987). Thus,themoderatingeffectderivesfrom

Membership & Influence but not Anticipated Support for positive eWOM. Meanwhile,

when consumers face negative eWOM regarding unfamiliar products, they see product

criticisms from trustable and capable experts as more believable than those from familiar

friends, because they believe experts are more capable of identifying product drawbacks than

familiar friends. Thus, the moderating effect derives from Anticipated Support but not

Membership & Influence for negative eWOM.

5.2 Theoretical Implications
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This study has shed light on several theoretic implications. First, this investigation

links three critical research fields, i.e., sociopsychology in community psychology,

marketing in wordofmouth communication, and consumer psychology in attitude and

intention under a cyberspace environment. The research results reveal the influence of

electronic wordofmouth communications on consumer attitudes and behavioral intention in

online societies when considering the social power of virtual community. Second, based on

the perspective of virtual consumption communities advocated by Kozinets (1999), this study

empirically supports virtual communities exerting social leverage on consumer behaviors.

Third, as discussed earlier, assessing the influence of wordofmouth communications online

differs from assessing its influence offline because virtual communities replace individuals as

the focus for assessing information value (Brown et al., 2007). Researchers of eWOM

should pay more attention to the interaction between websites and their contents. Finally,

since the newly developed SOVC scale needed empirical evidence in its validity and

application (Blanchard, 2007), this study also verifies the factor structure of SOVC in the case

of online game communities.

5.3 Managerial Implications

This study suggests several management implications. First, online brand community

developers should utilize the power of online communities to cultivate and maintain

harmonious relationships among community members, thus enhancing the development of a

strong sense of virtual community. Online community developers thus should establish a set

of norms or netiquette to avoid destroying community harmony, and to ensure member

emotional safety while participating in the community. Developers can also encourage

members to initiate activities involving common topics, and empower them to control

community development by permitting members appraise the behaviors or performances of
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other members. Finally, a mentoring scheme can be established via which veterans are

assigned to newcomers to facilitate the process of learning and adopting online community

culture.

Second, online marketers should realize the influence of eWOM, since the Internet

provides excellent access to information. Online marketers can benefit from the diffusion of

positive eWOM via herding effects, such when abundant information helps potential

consumers view the product positively (Huang & Chen, 2006). Also, a recommendation

system or reward program can promote positive eWOM. However, the influence of eWOM

runs in two directions, and negative comments can also flood online discussion forums. In

contrast to WOM, eWOM can be preserved perpetually in online forums as a website

ingredient. Additionally, since cyberspace provides complainers with a place to vent

negative emotions (Halstead, 2002) it may encourage negative feedback over positive. Still,

negative feedback provides an opportunity for online marketers recognize product defects or

inefficiencies in the consumption process and respond appropriately. Online marketers

should actively collect and systematically manage negative product comments, particularly

those in highlycohesive online communities.

5.4 Research Limitations and Suggestions

The study has several limitations which provide opportunities for future research. First,

this study only considered one type of product (game software). Future investigations thus

should consider different products (e.g., durable goods) or services (e.g., haircuts) to better

understand the moderating effect of online communities. Second, this study only considered

one decision situation (i.e., initial purchase). Future studies could consider other decision

situations, such as decisions regarding switching brands. Third, the model in this study used

purchase intention, instead of actual purchase behavior, as one of the effect constructs.
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Future research could examine the interactive effect between perceived influence of eWOM

and sense of virtual community on actual purchase behavior.

Fourth, this study manipulated positive eWOM and negative eWOM scenarios for each

including four product comments. However, the comments were all positively worded in the

positive scenario and negatively worded in the negative scenario. The design of scenario

departed from regular situation in real world since product/service seldom obtains fully

positive or negative evaluations. Future research should design the scenario with realistic

condition, i.e., mixing positive and negative eWOM in the scenario, and then examine the

hypotheses in this study. Finally, to simplify the manipulation of scenario, this work

focused on the influence of online information. However, the value of offline opinions is

also decisive to product judgment and purchase decision under more general situation. To

extend the work of Halstead (2002), whether these two types of information value are

substitute for or complementary to this moderated effect in the present study claims for future

works to clarify.
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Appendix A: Research Questionnaires
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Negative eWOM Scenario
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Appendix B: Correlation Matrix for Research Variables
Items sovc1 sovc2 sovc3 sovc4 sovc5 sovc6 sovc7 sovc8 sovc9 sovc10 sovc11 sovc12 sovc13
sovc1 .16 .04 .12 .03 .37 .26 .47 .36 .34 .29 .33 .34
sovc2 .20 .66 .49 .45 .11 .23 .21 .14 .21 .26 .22 .21
sovc3 .10 .66 .53 .62 .06 .25 .10 .06 .17 .18 .11 .12
sovc4 .15 .38 .49 .48 .20 .26 .21 .14 .21 .36 .26 .20
sovc5 .08 .40 .66 .48 .12 .23 .13 .08 .16 .25 .15 .10
sovc6 .36 .18 .08 .24 .07 .45 .49 .42 .38 .34 .34 .41
sovc7 .32 .28 .25 .30 .23 .39 .45 .49 .49 .35 .31 .33
sovc8 .57 .16 .07 .26 .11 .48 .34 .60 .49 .59 .60 .50
sovc9 .41 .16 .11 .26 .08 .38 .43 .45 .44 .47 .42 .45

sovc10 .28 .25 .21 .21 .17 .26 .47 .27 .41 .49 .45 .36
sovc11 .44 .32 .25 .42 .25 .30 .28 .62 .34 .33 .75 .43
sovc12 .44 .23 .12 .34 .14 .32 .21 .64 .34 .21 .71 .52
sovc13 .39 .12 .04 .24 .07 .43 .30 .50 .45 .28 .37 .48
sovc14 .50 .19 .06 .25 .09 .41 .32 .60 .41 .27 .51 .66 .58
sovc15 .36 .15 .02 .20 .04 .37 .16 .49 .34 .18 .41 .53 .52
sovc16 .34 .35 .34 .39 .30 .33 .19 .46 .29 .23 .48 .53 .36
sovc17 .40 .22 .17 .29 .15 .35 .29 .42 .37 .29 .34 .42 .46
sovc18 .31 .26 .25 .29 .23 .27 .26 .35 .30 .21 .36 .40 .35
sovc19 .44 .20 .09 .26 .10 .42 .28 .48 .36 .29 .40 .46 .52
sovc20 .39 .35 .27 .46 .24 .39 .39 .46 .40 .29 .49 .50 .43
sovc21 .53 .24 .12 .28 .11 .35 .28 .59 .37 .28 .57 .69 .49
sovc22 .44 .24 .18 .36 .25 .34 .24 .57 .29 .22 .67 .67 .43
piew1 .22 .09 .04 .06 .01 .24 .11 .22 .13 .06 .12 .20 .33
piew2 .22 .11 .13 .03 .06 .23 .08 .30 .20 .06 .19 .26 .34
piew3 .07 .06 .05 .02 .02 .10 .04 .05 .06 .08 .08 .07 .06
piew4 .21 .06 .08 .01 .03 .21 .09 .23 .21 .11 .17 .22 .31
piew5 .19 .03 .05 .05 .01 .25 .13 .21 .23 .12 .16 .23 .32
piew6 .24 .09 .13 .00 .06 .24 .05 .25 .24 .12 .19 .23 .30
piew7 .19 .10 .08 .02 .01 .17 .07 .20 .21 .10 .16 .20 .25
piew8 .20 .09 .07 .02 .01 .13 .08 .19 .13 .13 .16 .17 .25
att1 .06 .26 .29 .33 .28 .12 .19 .13 .16 .15 .18 .19 .15
att2 .06 .28 .31 .33 .29 .11 .23 .11 .15 .18 .19 .17 .17
att3 .05 .26 .33 .33 .30 .11 .24 .12 .14 .16 .18 .15 .15
att4 .09 .27 .31 .34 .26 .12 .22 .10 .19 .21 .16 .13 .13

pint1 .07 .22 .32 .30 .30 .08 .14 .08 .10 .16 .15 .13 .10
pint2 .06 .22 .29 .28 .27 .09 .15 .10 .07 .13 .15 .13 .12
pint3 .06 .19 .31 .28 .28 .06 .14 .07 .09 .15 .15 .08 .08

Note: The rightup triangle matrix is the correlation matrix for positive eWOM scenario, and left down triangle matrix is the correlatio



Correlation Matrix for Research Variables (Cont.)
sovc20 sovc21 sovc22 piew1 piew2 piew3 piew4 piew5 piew6 piew7 piew8 att1 att2

sovc1 .29 .40 .36 .19 .25 .07 .22 .24 .21 .16 .20 .24 .2
sovc2 .24 .23 .22 .13 .11 .15 .11 .12 .11 .13 .13 .13 .18
sovc3 .15 .13 .12 .09 .07 .12 .08 .06 .07 .14 .19 .05 .10
sovc4 .31 .27 .29 .17 .23 .18 .22 .21 .22 .21 .28 .20 .22
sovc5 .23 .17 .16 .03 .05 .02 .09 .08 .08 .15 .17 .10 .12
sovc6 .43 .47 .41 .18 .21 .03 .22 .29 .24 .20 .24 .22 .16
sovc7 .42 .40 .40 .18 .15 .18 .20 .20 .20 .19 .20 .23 .21
sovc8 .53 .67 .62 .21 .25 .11 .24 .28 .25 .22 .19 .28 .27
sovc9 .47 .52 .51 .19 .18 .10 .21 .23 .23 .22 .17 .22 .19

sovc10 .41 .45 .43 .14 .12 .15 .13 .17 .13 .12 .11 .20 .18
sovc11 .50 .63 .66 .14 .20 .14 .24 .26 .23 .22 .21 .24 .24
sovc12 .49 .65 .61 .16 .20 .13 .21 .26 .23 .15 .14 .23 .21
sovc13 .46 .58 .51 .26 .18 .14 .22 .26 .21 .21 .19 .27 .22
sovc14 .59 .74 .72 .25 .23 .16 .25 .31 .26 .24 .18 .32 .25
sovc15 .48 .58 .59 .23 .24 .12 .24 .31 .24 .23 .23 .22 .16
sovc16 .52 .50 .53 .22 .20 .18 .21 .27 .23 .28 .26 .29 .24
sovc17 .51 .55 .53 .23 .28 .19 .26 .32 .27 .29 .27 .31 .27
sovc18 .40 .41 .36 .17 .17 .09 .19 .23 .20 .23 .20 .22 .26
sovc19 .58 .60 .56 .22 .27 .07 .26 .35 .28 .28 .29 .30 .29
sovc20 .67 .70 .20 .21 .14 .28 .35 .31 .33 .27 .28 .29
sovc21 .57 .74 .22 .23 .12 .26 .33 .28 .27 .20 .32 .29
sovc22 .58 .73 .26 .25 .17 .28 .32 .27 .29 .28 .34 .33
piew1 .14 .19 .13 .58 .54 .49 .56 .49 .52 .51 .53 .50
piew2 .13 .25 .23 .57 .46 .75 .71 .76 .66 .69 .57 .54
piew3 .08 .11 .09 .20 .32 .49 .46 .47 .45 .44 .39 .39
piew4 .13 .24 .20 .54 .82 .32 .78 .85 .74 .74 .55 .50
piew5 .18 .29 .25 .54 .74 .31 .77 .84 .76 .71 .54 .49
piew6 .16 .26 .24 .54 .79 .29 .82 .76 .77 .73 .56 .52
piew7 .15 .21 .21 .48 .76 .28 .78 .74 .85 .79 .51 .46
piew8 .13 .23 .22 .53 .76 .28 .75 .71 .78 .83 .54 .50
att1 .28 .19 .18 .08 .23 .06 .24 .20 .26 .30 .27 .86
att2 .30 .20 .19 .08 .25 .06 .26 .20 .30 .32 .27 .89
att3 .28 .17 .17 .05 .23 .02 .22 .19 .28 .30 .25 .86 .88
att4 .31 .16 .16 .07 .23 .05 .24 .22 .26 .30 .27 .78 .80

pint1 .21 .12 .14 .07 .21 .09 .21 .16 .25 .27 .24 .73 .71
pint2 .22 .13 .15 .07 .21 .10 .20 .17 .24 .29 .23 .72 .70
pint3 .21 .11 .15 .10 .23 .05 .20 .17 .26 .29 .24 .68 .70

Note: The rightup triangle matrix is the correlation matrix for positive eWOM scenario, and left down triangle matrix is the correlation matrix for negative eWOM scenario.
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Appendix C: The Results of Exploratory Factor Analysis for SOVC

Table C1 Explained variance of Exploratory Factor Analysis for SOVC

Initial statistics
Sum of square for extracted

factor loading

Sum of square for

rotated factor loading

Factor eigenvalue
variance

%

cumulate

%
eigenvalue

variance

%

cumulate

%
Total

1 8.49 42.44 42.44 8.01 40.05 40.05 7.40

2 2.40 12.01 54.45 2.01 10.06 50.11 6.51

3 1.24 6.20 60.65 0.73 3.65 53.76 3.20

4 0.91 4.53 65.18

5 0.69 3.43 68.61

6 0.62 3.12 71.73

7 0.59 2.96 74.69

8 0.59 2.93 77.62

9 0.58 2.88 80.50

10 0.51 2.57 83.07

11 0.49 2.45 85.52

12 0.48 2.39 87.92

13 0.41 2.06 89.98

14 0.40 1.99 91.97

15 0.33 1.66 93.63

16 0.30 1.48 95.11

17 0.28 1.42 96.53

18 0.27 1.33 97.86

19 0.23 1.16 99.02

20 0.20 0.98 100.00

Note: Factor extracted method adopted maximum likelihood estimation, and factor rotation method used
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Table C2 The Analysis of Exploratory Factor Analysis for SOVC

Communalities Rotated Factor Loading

Initial Extracted Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3

sovc2 0.49 0.52 0.69

sovc3 0.63 0.83 0.94

sovc4 0.41 0.41 0.54

sovc5 0.46 0.49 0.70

sovc6 0.38 0.42 0.68

sovc7 0.40 0.41 0.71

sovc8 0.59 0.59 0.54

sovc9 0.43 0.45 0.64

sovc10 0.35 0.30 0.48

sovc11 0.66 0.64 0.88

sovc12 0.66 0.69 0.97

sovc13 0.47 0.47 0.45

sovc14 0.69 0.70 0.65

sovc15 0.56 0.52 0.52

sovc16 0.50 0.47 0.40

sovc17 0.44 0.44 0.45

sovc19 0.48 0.47 0.41

sovc20 0.55 0.53 0.43

sovc21 0.69 0.70 0.76

sovc22 0.69 0.70 0.86

Correlation Matrix among Factors

Factor 1 1.00

Factor 2 0.74 1.00

Factor 3 0.29 0.30 1.00

Note: Factor extracted method adopted maximum likelihood estimation, and factor rotation method used
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Appendix D: SIMPLIS Syntax of LISREL for Ping (1996)

Positive eWOM Scenario

Observed variables: SOVC1 SOVC SOVC3 PIEW2 PIEW4 PIEW5 PIEW6 PIEW7 PIEW8

ATT1 ATT2 ATT3 ATT4 SN1 SN2 SN3 PINT1 PINT2 PINT3 WINT1 WINT2 WINT3

PBC1 PBC2 PS21 PS22 PS23 PS41 PS42 PS43 PS51 PS52 PS53 PS61 PS62 PS63 PS71

PS72 PS73 PS81 PS82 PS83

Raw data from file Positive417_IF.psf

Sample size: 417

Latent variables: SOVC PIEW ATT SN PINT WINT PBC PS

Relationships:

SOVC1=1*SOVC

SOVC2 SOVC3=SOVC

PIEW2=1*PIEW

PIEW4PIEW8=PIEW

ATT3=1*ATT

ATT4=ATT

PINT2=1*PINT

PINT3=PINT

PS21=1.000*PS

PS22=0.954*PS

PS23=0.430*PS

PS41=1.067*PS

PS42=1.018*PS

PS43=0.459*PS

PS51=1.052*PS

PS52=1.004*PS

PS53=0.452*PS

PS61=1.117*PS

PS62=1.066*PS

PS63=0.480*PS

PS71=0.942*PS

PS72=0.899*PS

PS73=0.405*PS
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PS81=0.968*PS

PS82=0.923*PS

PS83=0.416*PS

ATT= PIEW PS SOVC

PINT=ATT

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PIEW2 AND PIEW8 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PIEW7 AND PIEW8 FREE

SET THE VARIANCE OF PS TO (1.216)

SET THE ERROR VARIANCE OF PS21 TO 0.905

SET THE ERROR VARIANCE OF PS22 TO (0.867)

SET THE ERROR VARIANCE OF PS23 TO 2.085

SET THE ERROR VARIANCE OF PS41 TO 0.661

SET THE ERROR VARIANCE OF PS42 TO 0.643

SET THE ERROR VARIANCE OF PS43 TO 1.942

SET THE ERROR VARIANCE OF PS51 TO 0.700

SET THE ERROR VARIANCE OF PS52 TO 0.679

SET THE ERROR VARIANCE OF PS53 TO 1.955

SET THE ERROR VARIANCE OF PS61 TO 0.561

SET THE ERROR VARIANCE OF PS62 TO 0.552

SET THE ERROR VARIANCE OF PS63 TO 1.936

SET THE ERROR VARIANCE OF PS71 TO 0.766

SET THE ERROR VARIANCE OF PS72 TO 0.735

SET THE ERROR VARIANCE OF PS73 TO 1.807

SET THE ERROR VARIANCE OF PS81 TO 0.960

SET THE ERROR VARIANCE OF PS82 TO 0.917

SET THE ERROR VARIANCE OF PS83 TO 2.085

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS21 AND PS22 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS41 AND PS42 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS51 AND PS52 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS61 AND PS62 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS71 AND PS72 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS81 AND PS82 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS21 AND PS23 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS41 AND PS43 FREE
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SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS51 AND PS53 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS61 AND PS63 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS71 AND PS73 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS81 AND PS83 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS22 AND PS23 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS42 AND PS43 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS52 AND PS53 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS62 AND PS63 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS72 AND PS73 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS82 AND PS83 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS21 AND PS41 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS21 AND PS51 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS21 AND PS61 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS21 AND PS71 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS21 AND PS81 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS41 AND PS51 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS41 AND PS61 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS41 AND PS71 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS41 AND PS81 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS51 AND PS61 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS51 AND PS71 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS51 AND PS81 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS61 AND PS71 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS61 AND PS81 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS71 AND PS81 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS22 AND PS42 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS22 AND PS52 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS22 AND PS62 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS22 AND PS72 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS22 AND PS82 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS42 AND PS52 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS42 AND PS62 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS42 AND PS72 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS42 AND PS82 FREE
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SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS52 AND PS62 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS52 AND PS72 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS52 AND PS82 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS62 AND PS72 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS62 AND PS82 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS72 AND PS82 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS23 AND PS43 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS23 AND PS53 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS23 AND PS63 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS23 AND PS73 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS23 AND PS83 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS43 AND PS53 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS43 AND PS63 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS43 AND PS73 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS43 AND PS83 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS53 AND PS63 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS53 AND PS73 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS53 AND PS83 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS63 AND PS73 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS63 AND PS83 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS73 AND PS83 FREE

SET THE CORRELATION PIEW AND PS TO 0

SET THE CORRELATION SOVC AND PS TO 0

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS22 AND PS83 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS42 AND PS73 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS43 AND PS72 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS52 AND PS61 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS52 AND PS83 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS51 AND PS62 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS21 AND PS73 FREE

NUMBER OF DECIAL=3

Path diagram

Lisrel output: ns mi

End of problems
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Negative eWOM Scenario

Observed variables: SOVC1 SOVC SOVC3 PIEW2 PIEW4 PIEW5 PIEW6 PIEW7 PIEW8

ATT1 ATT2 ATT3 ATT4 SN1 SN2 SN3 PINT1 PINT2 PINT3 WINT1 WINT2 WINT3

PBC1 PBC2 PS21 PS22 PS23 PS41 PS42 PS43 PS51 PS52 PS53 PS61 PS62 PS63 PS71

PS72 PS73 PS81 PS82 PS83

Raw data from file negative433_IF.psf

Sample size: 433

Latent variables: SOVC PIEW ATT SN PINT WINT PBC PS AS

Relationships:

SOVC1=1*SOVC

SOVC2 SOVC3=SOVC

PIEW2=1*PIEW

PIEW4PIEW8=PIEW

ATT3=1*ATT

ATT4=ATT

PINT2=1*PINT

PINT3=PINT

PS21=1.000*PS

PS22=0.790*PS

PS23=0.440*PS

PS41=0.989*PS

PS42=0.781*PS

PS43=0.435*PS

PS51=0.968*PS

PS52=0.765*PS

PS53=0.426*PS

PS61=0.978*PS

PS62=0.773*PS

PS63=0.430*PS

PS71=0.981*PS

PS72=0.775*PS

PS73=0.432*PS

PS81=1.014*PS
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PS82=0.801*PS

PS83=0.446*PS

ATT =SOVC PIEW PS

PINT=ATT

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PIEW2 AND PIEW8 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PIEW2 AND PIEW4 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PIEW7 AND PIEW6 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PIEW7 AND PIEW8 FREE

SET THE VARIANCE OF PS TO (1.096)

SET THE ERROR VARIANCE OF PS21 TO 0.551

SET THE ERROR VARIANCE OF PS22 TO 0.821

SET THE ERROR VARIANCE OF PS23 TO 1.543

SET THE ERROR VARIANCE OF PS41 TO 0.440

SET THE ERROR VARIANCE OF PS42 TO 0.711

SET THE ERROR VARIANCE OF PS43 TO 1.397

SET THE ERROR VARIANCE OF PS51 TO 0.587

SET THE ERROR VARIANCE OF PS52 TO 0.836

SET THE ERROR VARIANCE OF PS53 TO 1.526

SET THE ERROR VARIANCE OF PS61 TO 0.380

SET THE ERROR VARIANCE OF PS62 TO 0.647

SET THE ERROR VARIANCE OF PS63 TO 1.309

SET THE ERROR VARIANCE OF PS71 TO 0.483

SET THE ERROR VARIANCE OF PS72 TO 0.746

SET THE ERROR VARIANCE OF PS73 TO 1.431

SET THE ERROR VARIANCE OF PS81 TO 0.651

SET THE ERROR VARIANCE OF PS82 TO 0.924

SET THE ERROR VARIANCE OF PS83 TO 1.682

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS21 AND PS22 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS41 AND PS42 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS51 AND PS52 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS61 AND PS62 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS71 AND PS72 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS81 AND PS82 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS21 AND PS23 FREE
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SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS41 AND PS43 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS51 AND PS53 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS61 AND PS63 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS71 AND PS73 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS81 AND PS83 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS22 AND PS23 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS42 AND PS43 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS52 AND PS53 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS62 AND PS63 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS72 AND PS73 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS82 AND PS83 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS21 AND PS41 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS21 AND PS51 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS21 AND PS61 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS21 AND PS71 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS21 AND PS81 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS41 AND PS51 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS41 AND PS61 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS41 AND PS71 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS41 AND PS81 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS51 AND PS61 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS51 AND PS71 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS51 AND PS81 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS61 AND PS71 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS61 AND PS81 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS71 AND PS81 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS22 AND PS42 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS22 AND PS52 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS22 AND PS62 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS22 AND PS72 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS22 AND PS82 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS42 AND PS52 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS42 AND PS62 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS42 AND PS72 FREE
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SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS42 AND PS82 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS52 AND PS62 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS52 AND PS72 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS52 AND PS82 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS62 AND PS72 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS62 AND PS82 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS72 AND PS82 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS23 AND PS43 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS23 AND PS53 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS23 AND PS63 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS23 AND PS73 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS23 AND PS83 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS43 AND PS53 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS43 AND PS63 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS43 AND PS73 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS43 AND PS83 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS53 AND PS63 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS53 AND PS73 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS53 AND PS83 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS63 AND PS73 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS63 AND PS83 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS73 AND PS83 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS51 AND PS72 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS52 AND PS71 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS21 AND PS72 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS21 AND PS82 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS22 AND PS71 FREE

SET THE ERROR COVARIANCE OF PS22 AND PS81 FREE

SET THE CORRELATION PIEW AND PS TO 0

SET THE CORRELATION SOVC AND PS TO 0

NUMBER OF DECIAL=3

Path diagram

Lisrel output AD=OFF NS sc

End of problems
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